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ABSTRACT
Investigations were made o f a nuirber o f facets d irec tly  and in­
d irec tly  re la ted  to  the development o f atomic fluorescence flame spectro­
scopy as a technique fo r trace  element analysis. An atomic fluorescence 
flame spectrometer enploying a 450-watt xenon arc continuum as the 
excita tion  source was b u i l t .
Oxy-hydrogen and hydrogen-entralned-air flames and several e le­
ments were enployed to  conpare two total-consurrption burners. Ihe 
burners d iffered  in  th e ir  conventional mode o f operation. No sign ifican t 
differences were found between the oxygen-sheathed Chaffee-Keyes CK2-64 
and the hydrogen-sheathed Jarrell-A sh Hetco burners. Ihe hydrogen- 
en tra lned-air flame exhibited lower background, fewer in terferences, 
and lower detection lim its than the oxy-hydrogen flame (50-100 fold 
lower fo r elements which form corrpounds in  oxygen-containing flames, 
such as magiesium and cobalt, and 3-10 fold lower fo r those th a t do not, 
such as s ilv e r  and zinc). Analytical curves were found in  good agree­
ment with theory. With the xenon source and the hydrogen-entrained-air 
flame low lim its o f detection, in  the parts per m illion range or lower, 
were obtained fo r twenty elements.
Factors affecting  the atomic fluorescence o f calcium and magne­
sium were examined. No rad iation  interferences were observed. Physical 
interferences due to  lig h t scattering  from solvent droplets and s a l t  
p a rtic le s  in  the flame were present, but could be corrected fo r in s tru -  
mentally. Numerous and severe chemical interferences were found, but 
these were readily  eliminated in  most instances by addition of a chemi­
ca l releasing  agent, such as strontium chloride. Results with s ix  
elements indicated th a t atomic fluorescence was insensitive  to  pH over
ix
wide ranges fo r most elements.
Sinple d is t i l la t io n  and solvent extraction  fo r the preconcen­
tra tio n  o f samples in  conjunction with atomic fluorescence flame 
spectroscopy were examined. D is tilla tio n  was useful for the moderate 
concentration of samples, but was im practical fo r  large preconcentrations, 
because of the time required, and because concentrated solutions caused 
malfunctioning of the aspirator-bum er and increased background and 
noise levels. Solvent extraction with methyl isobutyl ketone and 
ammonium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate as organic solvent and chelating 
agent, respectively , was also useful only for moderate concentration of 
samples, but i t  permitted selective separation o f some elements. The 
extraction  efficiency with respect to  pH, usable volume ra tio s , s ta b il­
i ty  of conplexes formed, and extraction times were studied fo r  several 
elements.
An evaluation o f a preconcentration device, a thermal concentra­
to r ,  was carried out. The c rite rio n  o f "sen sitiv ity '1 was used to  obtain 
quantita tive and s ta t is t ic a l ly  meaningful measures of the thermal concen­
t r a to r ’s po ten tia l with atomic fluorescence and flame emission with 
several elements. In addition, the background and noise in te n s itie s  
and the contributions o f various components o f the system there to  in  
both atomic fluorescence and flame emission with d irec t sample introduc­
tio n  and introduction v ia  the thermal concentrator were determined. The 
thermal concentrator gave b e tte r  s e n s itiv itie s  (at the 95 per cent or 
b e tte r  confidence leve l) and lower background and noise lev e ls  in  a l l  
instances. Background and noise levels were considerably lower in  
atonic fluorescence than in  flame emission. The superiority  o f atomic 
fluorescence over flame emission a t  low wavelengths was substantiated.
x
Use o f the thermal concentrator resulted  in  poorer s lg ia l  reproduci­
b i l i ty  than d irec t sanple Introduction.
x i
INTRODUCTION
Atomic fluorescence flame spectroscopy i s  a method of chemical 
analysis based upon the absorption of rad iation  by gaseous atoms, pro­
ducing excited atoms, and the measurement o f the radiation em itted when 
a fraction  of these atoms lose energy by a rad ia tio n a l process. The 
emitted rad iation  i s  called  fluorescence.
1 2Four basic types of atomic fluorescence can be distinguished * 
(see Figure 1): resonance fluorescence, d irec t line  fluorescence, step­
wise lin e  fluorescence, and sensitized  fluorescence. Resonance fluo r­
escence resu lts  when an atom Is excited from the ground electron ic  s ta te  
to  an excited electronic s ta te , and then undergoes radiational deactiva­
tion  to  the ground s ta te . Ihe radiation wavelength absorbed and emitted 
is  the same. Direct line  fluorescence resu lts  when an atom Is  raised  
to  an electronic s ta te  above the ground s ta te , and then undergoes radia­
tio n a l deactivation to  a metastable s ta te  above the ground s ta te . Step­
wise line  fluorescence occurs when an atom, which has been excited to  
an electron ic  s ta te  above the f i r s t  excited s ta te ,  undergoes deactiva­
tion  (usually rad ia tio n less) to  a lower energy s ta te ,  and then a 
rad ia tional deactivation (fluorescence) to  an even lower energy s ta te  
(often the ground s ta te ) .  Both d irec t line and stepwise lin e  f lu o r­
escence occur a t  a longer wavelength than the wavelength of absorption. 
F inally , sensitized  fluorescence occurs when the atom undergoes a 
rad ia tional deactivation following co llis io n a l excitation with a 
foreign atom or molecule which had been previously excited by absorption 
of rad ia tion ; tha t i s ,  an excited atom or molecule transfers I t s  excita­
tion  to  another atom which then emits radiation .
1
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Figure l .  Types o f  atomic fluorescence: 1, resonance fluorescence;
2, d irec t lin e  fluorescence; 3, stepwise lin e  fluorescence; 
4, sensitized  fluorescence.
3I .  History o f Atomic Fluorescence
ihe early research on the fluorescence o f atomic vapors has been
1 3discussed and summarized by Mitchell and Zemansky and by Pringsheim .
Most of the early atomic fluorescence work was performed between 1900
and 1930, and nearly a l l  of the studies u tiliz e d  special quartz or
glass c e lls  fo r confinement of the atomic vapors. Ihe fluorescence of
sodium vapor was studied in  the l890*s. Sodium fluorescence bands
(which are now known to  be due to  Na2 molecules) were found to  appear
when sodium vapor was excited by sunlight or by lig h t from a flame con-
li 5ta in ing  sodium. Wood * succeeded in  exciting the sodium doublet
fluorescence in  sodium vapor by the action o f the doublet from a flame
containing sodium. Investigation of the fluorescence showed th a t i t
contained only the doublet lines and tha t i t s  in tensity  decreased as
the sodium vapor pressure increased.
6-8Dunoyer also studied the fluorescence of sodium vapor. He 
obtained resonance fluorescence a t  righ t angles to  a beam of sodium 
atoms a t the point o f exc ita tion , and showed th a t the rad iation  was due 
to  atoms, and th a t the time between the absorption and emission of radia­
tion  was very short. He also found th a t sources with reversed lines gave
9decreased amounts o f fluorescence. Bogros observed the resonance fluore­
scence o f a beam of lithium  atoms upon excita tion  with rad iation  from a 
Bunsen burner flame in to  which a lithium  chloride solution was aspirated.
In 1912, Wood10 observed the resonance fluorescence of mercury 
a t 2537 A when mercury vapor was excited by rad iation  from a quartz 
mercury arc . Rurrp11 la te r  observed the 1849 A mercury resonance line  
by enclosing h is experimental system in  a carbon dioxide atmosphere,
12 13which does not absorb the 1849 A lin e . Terenin ’ obtained the 
resonance fluorescence o f the 3261 A and 2288 A cadmium lines using a 
cadmium vacuum arc source. He also observed th a t by using f i l t e r s  to  
cut out the 2288 A line  from the source, only the 3261 A line  appeared 
and vice-versa. Similar experiments with zinc1^”^  showed the presence 
of the 2139 A and 3076 A resonance lines.
The energy levels of a large nunfcer of atoms are such th a t they 
can exhibit both resonance fluorescence and d irec t lin e  fluorescence.
In  such cases the energy levels of the atom show several low-lying 
s ta te s , a l l  but one of which are metastable. An excited atom may, in  
th is  case, return  e ith e r to  the lowest energy s ta te  (resonance fluore­
scence), or to  one of the metastable s ta te s , em itting fluorescence
rad iation  a t  longer wavelength than th a t absorbed. The fluorescence of
12 11thallium , f i r s t  investigated by Terenin * , is  an exanple. Thallium
has two absorption lin e s , 3776 A and 2768 A. Absorption of the 3776 A 
lin e  can y ield  3776 A resonance fluorescence, or 5350 A d irec t lin e  
fluorescence due to  a rad ia tional tran s itio n  to  the metastable 6 P^ /2 
s ta te . S im ilarly, the 2768 A thallium  lin e  can y ie ld  resonance fluore­
scence a t 2768 A o r d irec t lin e  fluorescence a t 3530 A. Through the 
in te rposition  o f f i l te r s  to  eliminate ce rta in  source lin e s , Terenin 
was able to  show conclusively the d irec t line  fluorescence o f thallium.
Sim ilarly observed were the resonance and d irec t lin e  fluorescence of
12 nbismuth, antimony and lead * .
17 l8  IQS tru tt 1 * and la te r  Christenson and Rollefson excited the
higher electronic levels o f sodium and observed stepwise lin e  fluorescence.
Both groups of workers excited sodium vapor with the 3303 A doublet from
an intense sodium vacuum arc and observed the 3303 A doublet and the
520sodium 5890 A doublet. Sim ilarly, Boeckner excited cesium vapor a t 
3888.6 A with the 3888 A lin e  of a helium discharge tube as source, and 
observed fluorescence a t 3888.6 A and a t  8521 A. More important, 
Boeckner's study clearly  demonstrated an inport ant property o f atomic 
fluorescence: I t  Is possible to  excite  the fluorescence of one element
with a d iffe ren t element as long as there is  su ffic ien t overlap between 
the source lin e  and the absorption lin e . For exanple, Boeckner observed 
no fluorescence a t the o ther meirber o f the cesium doublet, 3876.4 A, 
because i t  i s  so widely separated from the longer wavelength component 
as to  not be excited by the 3888.6 A helium lin e .
Absorption of resonance rad ia tion  may cause an atom to  re-rad ia te
the resonance lin e , or successively to  absorb from the exciting  ligh t
other frequencies to  bring the already excited atom to  s t i l l  higher
excited levels from which the atom may radiate o ther than the resonance
lin e . In o ther words, absorption o f rad iation  by excited atoms and th e ir
subsequent fluorescence i s  possible, and was f i r s t  investigated by 
23Fuchtbauer . Working w ith mercury vapor and a very intense mercury 
source, he observed fluorescence fo r a l l  the stronger lines of mercury 
of wavelength longer than 2537 A, but no fluorescence when a  f i l t e r  
transparent only to  rad ia tion  longer than 2537 A was placed between the 
source and sanple ce ll. This proved th a t absorption of the resonance 
line  was the f i r s t  step in  the process producing the fluorescence. He 
concluded th a t a t least two quanta o f  lig h t were absorbed successively
by the mercury vapor before re-rad la tion  occurred.
24 1Along sim ilar l in e s , Bender in  1924 reported the behavior o f 
excited cadmium and zinc atoms fo r the inducement of molecular resonance 
fluorescence. In the case o f cadmium atoms, fo r  exanple, a cadmium and
6hydrogen gas mixture excited with a  cadmium-hydro gen e le c tr ic  discharge
resulted in  resonance fluorescence from a portion of the CdH band
system. Moreover, a cadmium-helium e le c tr ic a l discharge source showed
no CdH band system, indicating no overlap o f the source emission and
sanple absorption frequencies. Ihe process was shown to  be due to
collisions o f excited cadmium atoms and unexcited hydrogen molecules to
form unexcited CdH molecules, which are then excited to  higher levels by
absorption o f the band frequencies of the exciting  source, followed by
band rad ia tion  in  returning to  the unexcited s ta te .
Ihe sensitized  fluorescence of several metals has also been in -  
1 "3vestigated * . The f i r s t  observation of sensitized  fluorescence was
21 22reported by Cairo and Franck * in  1922. They employed a quartz con­
ta in e r f i l le d  with mercury vapor a t a high pressure and thallium  vapor 
a t a low pressure, and excited the mercury vapor a t 2537 A with a mercury 
arc. Strong fluorescence a t a number of thallium  wavelengths was 
observed.
I t  was not u n ti l  1923, however, th a t atomic fluorescence in
25flames was f i r s t  observed by Nichols and Howes , who reported the
atomic fluorescence o f calcium, strontium, barium, lithium  and sodium
in  an air-hydro gen Bunsen flame upon illum inating the flame with carbon
26and mercury arcs and iron  spark sources. In 1927, Badger observed the
weak fluorescence of thallium , mercury, magpesium, copper, s ilv e r , cad-
miun and sodium in  a Bunsen flame. For the next three decades l i t t l e
research was done on the atomic fluorescence o f vapors.
27h i 1961, Robinson ' detected the weak fluorescence o f magnesium 
in  an oxy-hydrogen flame using an unmodulated magpeslum hollow cathode 
source, but no fluorescence fo r sodiun or n ickel. At the Xth Spectro­
720
scopy Colloquium in  1962, Alkemade reported the use of atcanic fluore­
scence to  measure the resonance quantum efficiency of the sodium doublet 
in  various flames by enploying a modulated sodium discharge lanp. He 
also indicated possible advantages of atomic fluorescence fo r chemical 
analysis.
Ihe f i r s t  successful attempts a t enploying atomic fluorescence
flame spectrometry for chemical analysis were reported in  1964-65 by
2 30-12 2Winefordner and co-workers * . Winefordner and Vickers f i r s t
described the use of atomic fluorescence fo r chemical analysis, and
30 31Winefordner and Staab ’ applied the method to  the determination of
zinc, mercury, cadmium and thallium  in  aqueous solutions. Mansfield e t 
32a l .  described a sinple experimental system to  measure these elements in  
the parts per b ill io n  range.
I t  was about th is  time th a t th is  Investigation of atomic fluore­
scence flame spectroscopy was begun. Since then several reviews on the
32-34method have appeared J . This th esis  presents the re su lts  of the 
author’s investigations of a number o f facets d irec tly  and ind irec tly  
re la ted  to  the development o f atomic fluorescence flame spectroscopy 
as a means of chemical analysis.
8I I .  Theory
The In tensity  of atonic fluorescence depends upon the in tensity  
o f the exciting rad iation , the ra tio  o f the exciting  source lin e  (or 
band) half-width to the absorption lin e  half-w idth, the diameter of the 
absorption c e l l ,  the so lid  angles within which excita tion  occurs and is  
measured, the fluorescence quantum efficiency, and the spectral parameters 
such as the wavelength o f the absorption lin e , the tran s itio n  p robability , 
the types of lin e  broadening, and the weight o f the em itting atom.
Prom consideration o f a l l  these factors i t  is  possible to  obtain 
expressions fo r the exact shape of growth curves (integrated in tensity  
or some re la ted  function versus atomic concentration or some re la ted  
function) . Moreover, from consideration of the additional factors of 
flame gas conposition and tenperature, and instrumental parameters, I t  
i s  possible to  predict the shape o f analy tical curves (some function 
re la ted  to  Integrated In ten sity , such as photodetector output, versus 
concentration of analyte aspirated in to  the f lam e )^ * ^ \
For the development of an atomic fluorescence growth curve ex­
pression, the basic experimental setup for atomic fluorescence flame
spectroscopy (hereafter designated APS) is  assumed to  be the same as
2th a t described by Winefordner and Vickers . An intense source o f radia­
tio n  i s  focused on a flame c e ll containing atomic vapor o f the analyte.
The resu ltin g  fluorescence rad ia tion  i s  focused, usually a t r ig h t angles 
to  the incident rad ia tion , on the entrance s l i t  o f a monochromator. Tb 
make the theory as general as possib le, i t  is  assumed tha t only a portion 
of the flame is  illum inated with the exciting rad ia tion , and only a por­
tio n  of the resu ltin g  fluorescence is  collected. In Figure 2 i s  shown a
* •FLAME
S O U R C E
M O N O C H R O M A T O R
Figure 2. Schematic representation of flame c e ll.
10
schematic diagram of the flame and path lengths considered. In the dia­
gram the path length fo r absorption Is  1, th a t fo r re-emission i s  w, and
the height of the region being excited is  h.
In addition, the following conditions on the measuring system 
35-37are assumed : only a sing le, iso la ted  resonance lin e  i s  considered,
the spectral line  is  broadened only by Doppler and Lorentz broadening,
the exciting  radiation  traversing the flame sanple c e ll  i s  homogeneous,
the flame sanple c e ll has a uniform d is trib u tio n  of ground s ta te  atoms 
and a uniform temperature, and re-emission of self-absorbed fluorescence 
radiation i s  disregarded. These conditions are approximately valid  fo r 
conditions normally encountered in  APS.
1. The Basic In tensity  Expression
The basic in tensity  expression for rad ia tion  emitted by an atomic 
vapor per un it time per un it cross-sectional area in  the direction  of the 
detector i s  given by:
1P = IA<“ - h) irhr (1)
where
(w • h) = cross-sectional area of the absorption process
<t> = the quantum efficiency; th a t i s ,  the ra tio  of the num­
ber of photons emitted by fluorescence per second to  
the number of photons absorbed per second
(h • 1) « cross-sectional area over which fluorescence trave ls 
toward the detector
f  = self-absorption factor which accounts fo r  the decrease
in  fluorescence due to  self-absorption o f fluorescence 
rad ia tion
r p  = so lid  angle fraction  o f fluorescence rad ia tion  collected
^  by the measuring system
11
I .  = the Integrated energy absorbed per unit time per unit 
cross-sectional area by an atonic vapor = I^Ap
Ihe terms 1^ and Ap are further defined as:
I  = the Incident In tensity  of excita tion  rad iation  a t  wave- 
A length X
Ap = the to ta l  absorption fac to r, the fraction  o f incident 
rad ia tion  absorbed per second. Mathematically,
=j^  [1 -  exp(-kxl ) ]  dX, (2)
the In tensity  transm itted a t wavelength x through a d is­
tance 1 o f the atomic vapor
atomic absorption coeffic ien t of the absorbing species a t 
wavelength x, cn rl.
2. Evaluation of the Intensity  Expression 
(Growth Curves)
In AES e ith e r  a narrow lin e  source or a  continuum source can be 
used. When using a narrow lin e  source, the source line  width is  assumed 
to  be much narrower than the absorption lin e  width. When using a con­
tinuum source, or a  broad-line source, the source half-width i s  assumed 
to  be much wider than the absorption line  width. Therefore, evaluation 
of the basic fluorescence expression, equation 1, w ill depend on the 
type o f source used. Equation 1 can be more conveniently and meaning­
fu lly  handled, i f  only the lim iting  cases most useful to  APS are 
considered: the cases o f low and high atomic concentration with a con­
tinuum source and with a narrow lin e  source.
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At low optical density (low atomic concentration), A^  is  given by-":
/irk  lAAn
d . = ----- 2 = _ 5 . C4)
2^n2
where
k = the peak absorption coeffic ien t a t  AQ, the wavelength a t 
the center o f the absorption line
AAp. = Doppler half-w idth due to  the re la tiv e  motion o f  the atoms, 
in  wavelengths units
Ihe terms kQ and AA^  are fu rther defined by:
2(ln2),sXA?N_fk = 0 0K0 / ttcAAq
_ 2X0 |/2(ln2)kT 
D -  —  V------Si—
where
N = concentration o f  atoms in  the lower level involved in  the 
0 tran s itio n
f  = o sc illa to r  strength  of the electronic tran sitio n
' c = speed o f lig h t
M = weight o f the absorbing atoms, grams
K = Boltzmann's constant
T = flame temperature, degrees Kelvin 
2ire /me l r  
electron
X * in  which m and e are the mass and charge o f the
13
37At high op tica l density, Is given byJI :
(5)
where
a = the danplng constant, proportional to  the ra tio  o f the c o l l l -  
sional line  half-width (Lorentz half-width) to  the Doppler 
half-w idth.
The self-absorption facto r in  equation 1, f  , is  defined
5
where, with e ith e r  a lin e  or a continuum source, AT = A '^ fo r resonance 
fluorescence.
Substitution for IA and f  in to  equation 1 and sim plifying, 
resu lts  in  the following expressions, when using a continuum source, and 
when considering only resonance fluorescence: 
low atomic concentration -
b. Line Source. For a lin e  source the integrated energy absorbed per
(6 )
2










The term in  brackets represents the fraction  o f rad ia tion  absorbed by 
the atomic vapor, and the in teg ra l is  the Integrated source in tensity  
for a lin e  of half-w idth AA . The te rn  6(a,\7) is  the value of the Voigt 
in teg ra l, 6 (a, u), fo r a given value of the darrping constant a , charac­
te r i s t i c  of the atomic species in  the flame gases, and fo r a given value 
o f u, which accounts fo r the ra t io  of the half-width of the line  source 
to  th a t of the absorption lin e . Tables are  available fo r  calculating
oD
the Voigt in teg ra l . For low atomic concentrations, the term in  
brackets in  equation 9 reduces to
[1 -  exp(-k l)] = k QS (a ,o )l (10)
and fo r high atomic concentrations
[1 -  exp(-k l)] -  1. (11)
The in teg ra l of equation 9 i s ^ * ^
f \
w  -  h  <12>
where is  the integrated in ten sity  o f the line  source.
Incorporating the above equations in to  equation 1 fo r IA and f  
and simplifying, re su lts  in  the following expressions, when using a lin e  
source, and when considering only resonance fluorescence: 
low atomic concentration -
2»CSX(lX^f5(a,u)*XrwN 
r  . ------------2------------------------------------------- (13>
^TTV^rcAAjj
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Prom the derived in tegrated  in tensity  expressions fo r  fluorescence, 
growth curves fo r  APS can be determined. Many of the parameters in the 
in ten sity  expressions are e ith e r  constant (for exanple, X, c , f ,  AA^ ), 
are dependent only on the instrumental system (fo r exanple, 1, h , w, I  ,
^  A
IjO, or change l i t t l e  with small changes in  flame conposition and tenpera- 
tu re  (fo r exanple, a , AAp, <j>, 6(a,"u)). E ssen tially , therefore, a p lo t o f 
in tegrated in ten sity  versus atomic concentration, NQ, should give a 
growth curve having a slope o f unity fo r low atomic concentrations with 
both continuum and line  sources (see equations 7 and 13 and Figure 3).
At high atomic concentrations with a continuum source, the curve is  inde­
pendent of N0, whereas with a line  source at high atomic concentration 
the curve is  proportional to  1 /* ^  (see equations 8 and 14 and Figure 3).
The shape o f growth curves is  the predominant factor affecting  
the shape o f analy tical curves. However, deviation from theo re tica l 
growth curves can occur with variation o f atomic concentration with sample 
concentration introduced in to  the flame, and with non-linear change of 
photodetector signal with sample concentration. Hie former facto r i s  
prim arily governed by the atomization efficiency , ft, and the aspiration  
efficiency , e. @ i s  the ra tio  of the concentration o f free analyte atoms 
in  the flame to  the to ta l  concentration o f analyte in  a l l  vapor forms, 
e is  the ra tio  o f  the number o f  a l l  gaseous species produced in  the flame
3. Analytical Curves
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per un it time to  the number o f analyte species aspirated per unit time.
Small changes in  e and 3 resu lting  from solution or flame matrix changes
can profoundly e ffec t the atomic concentration in  the flame.
I f  e  and 3 do not vary with concentration, the analy tical growth
curve should be the same shape as the th eo re tica l growth curve. 3 can
decrease sign ifican tly  a t  very low sample concentrations for easily
ionizable elements, and can decrease at high concentrations due to
changes in  the degree of compound formation by sample atoms with the
flame gases. Therefore, the slope of the analy tical curve may be greater
than unity a t  low concentrations, and d iffe ren t than expected from theory
a t high concentrations.
F inally , an expression fo r the shape of analy tical curves which
takes in to  account possible non-linear-varia tion  of the photodetector
32signa l, i p , w ith sample concentration is  given by :
ip = “ Wp U5)
where:
Ip = the theo re tica l growth curve expression derived e a r l ie r
m = a fac to r to  account fo r the loss of exciting lig h t from the 
source when a mechanical chopper i s  employed between the 
source and the flame
K = a constant, characte ris tic  o f the monochromator-detector 
system, and is  determined by the monochromator s l i t  height, 
transmission and aperture, and the detector sen s itiv ity
U = W/(W + W ) where W is  the monochromator s l i t  width and Wc is  































GROUND STATE ATOMIC CONCENTRATION,  Ne
Figure 3. "typical Growth Curves for atomic fluorescence with a continuum 
source and a narrow line  source.35,36
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INSTRUMENTATION
The basic experimental setup developed and used fo r atomic fluore­
scence measurements i s  shown In Figure 4. The excita tion  source was a 
^50-watt Os ram h ig i pressure xenon arc continuum source focused on the 
flame c e l l ,  and enclosed in  an air-cooled lanp housing equipped with a 
parabolic mirror (Schoeffel Instrument Conpany), and powered by a regu­
lated d .c . supply (Sola E lec tric  Conpany). The fluorescence was detected 
a t rig h t angles to  the excita tion  source with a Jarrell-A sh Model 82-000 
half-m eter scanning monochromator equipped with a grating blazed a t 
3000 A, variable s l i t s ,  and an EMI Electronics Limited photomultiplier 
tube, number 6255B. The la t te r  was enclosed In  a therm o-electrically  
refrigera ted  chamber (Products fo r Research Incorporated, model 104-TS) 
cooled to  -15°C to  reduce the phototube dark current. The hign voltage 
for the photom ultiplier tube was provided by a John Fluke Manufacturing 
Conpany High Voltage Power Supply, model 4l2B. The output of the photo­
m ultip lier tube was fed to  an E lectronics, M issiles and Comnunications, 
Incorporated phase-sensitive a n p lif ie r , model RJB, and a variable-span 
s tr ip  chart recorder (Leeds and Northrup, Speedomax H Azar). The c i r ­
cuitry  o f the phase-sensitive an p lif ie r  is  such th a t the output i s  inde­
pendent o f  the reference signal magnitude over a large range and is  
dependent only on the reference signal frequency.
To eliminate the thermal emission signal o f the analyte in  the 
flame, the source was mechanically modulated by a chopper driven by an 
1800 rpm synchronous motor. The reference signal to  the phase-sensitive 
an p lif ie r  was provided by a larrp-photocell arrangement, which was modu­
lated  by the same chopper which modulated the source signa l. The lanp 
was a Westinghouse Mazda Prefocused Lanp and the photocell was a Radio
PH A SE " SENSITIVE 
A M PL IF IE R
MONOCHROMATOR
RECORDER
V i= J/ A
A. C O N T I N U U M  S O U R C E - X E N O N
B. L A M P
C. C H O P P E R
D. L E N S
E .  PHOTOTUBE
F. FLAME
6 .  L I O H T  T U 8 E
H. P.M. T U B E  M C O O L I N C  
C H A M B E R
Figure Schematic diagram of atomic fluorescence 
flame spectrometer.
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Corporation of America photocell, model 918* A 6-volt American Tele­
vision and Radio Power Supply powered the lanp and a  90-volt battery  
powered the photocell.
Some fluorescence studies were carried out using total-consunp- 
tio n  aspirator-bum ers (Jarre 11-Ash Hetco and Chaffee-Keyes CK2-64), 
while others employed a premix chantoer-type asp ira to r burner, the 
Jarrell-A sh Tri-Flame Laminar Burner. The level of scattered  rad iation  
reaching the monochromator s l i t  wets reduced by placing a tube or a more 
conplex baffle-box between the flame c e l l  and monochromator entrance 
s l i t .
21
INITIAL ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE STUDIES
The f i r s t  successful attempts a t  observing atcmlc fluorescence 
were made with s ilv e r . Two fa ir ly  strong atomic fluorescence signals a t 
3280 A and 3382 A were observed upon asp ira ting  a 1000 ppm s ilv e r  solu­
tion  in to  an oxy-hydrogen flame. Good signals for copper a t 3248 A and 
3274 A and a weak signal for lead a t  4058 A were next observed. Mercury, 
cadmium, and zinc, which have resonance lines in  the fa r-u ltra v io le t 
(2500 A and below), exhibited no fluorescence, possibly indicating poor 
photom ultiplier tube se n s itiv ity , o r poor monochromator grating e f f i ­
ciency, or weak excita tion  source in ten sity  in  th is  wavelength region. 
Replacing the i n i t i a l  monochromator grating blazed a t 5000 A with a 
grating blazed a t 3000 A resulted  in  good atomic fluorescence signals 
fo r these elements also .
Hie o rig inal photom ultiplier tube was an EMI Electronics Limited 
6256B. Replacing i t  with one having a larger photocathode area, an EMI 
Electronics Limited 6255B, resu lted  in  nearly a two-fold improvement in  
signal to  noise with s ilv e r . Moreover, cooling the photom ultiplier 
tube to  -15°C inproved the signal to  noise 54 per cent compared to  roan 
tenperature.
Attenpts to  obtain the atomic fluorescence of other elements 
resulted  in  the observation of unexpected and anomalous spectra l pheno­
mena. Rather than the expected emission line  signals, as with s ilv e r
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and copper, some elements, such as calcium and iro n , gave sharp absorp­
tio n  signals. S t i l l  o thers, such as thallium  and indium, exhibited 
e ith e r  a sharp emission or absorption signal, depending upon the com­
position  of the flame gases. Often the signals showed poor reproduci­
b i l i ty ,  and in  sane instances, even the spectra l output signal (absorp­
tio n  or emission) changed with flame height. This indicated a 
conpetition between the expected fluorescence emission process and a 
process in  which the atomic species were absorbing excita tion  and 
scattered rad ia tion , thereby decreasing the in tensity  of the background 
signal and giving the appearance of an absorption signal.
The problem was resolved by removing the baffle-box which 
surrounds the flame and placing instead a simple lig h t-trap  tube 
between the flame c e ll and the monochromator. As a re su lt , the possi­
b i l i ty  of absorption of rad iation  from m ultiple reflec tions o ff  the 
proximate walls of the baffle-box was elim inated, and the anomalous 
signals did not occur. Therefore, the f in a l form o f the experimental 
setup included a slnple lig h t-tra p  tube, a grating  blazed a t 3000 A, 
and an EMI Electronics Limited 6255B photom ultiplier tube.
Having shown th a t atomic fluorescence could be readily  observed 
with the above-described experimental setup, lengthy and detailed 
experiments were then carried  out to  obtain the optimum operational
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parameters o f the system. Hie parameters which had to  be considered 
were photom ultiplier tube voltage and load re s is to r ,  monochromator s l i t  
width, region of the flame excited by the source (both la te ra l and ver­
t ic a l ) ,  the distances o f the flame from the monochromator and source, 
and the flow rates of the flame gases. Experimentally, a s i lv e r  solu­
tion  o f constant concentration was aspirated under a given se t o f 
experimental conditions, the s ilv e r  fluorescence l in e  was scanned three 
or four tim es, the signals were averaged, and the signal to  background 
noise ra tio  fo r th a t se t of experimental conditions was determined.
Some of the variab les, such as photom ultiplier tube voltage 
and load re s is to r , were quickly found to  be independent of the other 
variables. Most of the variab les, however, were obviously interdepen­
dent. Hie optimization procedure fo r these variables can be described 
as follows: given three interdependent variables A, B and C, fo r
exanple, the variable A was f i r s t  optimized with B and C held constant 
a t some value midway between the range of B and C. Then B was optimized 
by holding A a t AQpt and C a t  a value near the midpoint of i t s  range. 
Next C was optimized by holding B and A a t BQp^  and A ^  , respectively. 
Then holding B and C a t B and CQpt , a new value of AQpt was 
found. This process was repeated u n til  consistent values of AQp^  ,
BQpt  and CQp^  were obtained. Although many variables had to  be opti­
mized in  th is  manner, fo rtunately , the possible ranges of the variables 
were small, and large quan tities  o f data could be quickly obtained.
The optimum conditions found were la te r  substantiated by studies 
on the same instrument by Michael Pleva who enployed a frac tio n a l fac­
to r ia l  design.
The optimization studies clearly  showed th a t  the most c r i t ic a l
parameters In AES were the region of the flame excited, especially  the 
height o f  the flame, and the monochromator s l i t  width. Small variations 
in  the o ther parameters resulted  in  l i t t l e  change in  the siggial to  
noise r a t io .
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STUDIES EVALUATING THE 
HYDROGEN-ENTRAINED-AIR FLAME
In th is  investigation , the properties o f a new and promising 
analy tical flame, hydrogen-entrained-air, were studied with several 
widely d iffe rin g  elements. Also a comparison was made between two 
total-consumption atomizer-burners which d iffered  in  th e ir  standard 
mode of operation. One was oxygen-sheathed, the other was sheathed by 
the fuel gas (hydrogen in  th is  study).
I . Experimental
Hie experimental setup used was essen tia lly  th a t described 
e a r l ie r . A ll studies were carried  out using a total-consumption asp lra- 
to r-bum er, e ith e r the CK2-64 or the Hetco. Ihe experimental conditions 
were optimized only fo r s ilv e r  and these conditions were used fo r the 
other elements studied. All measurements were made using the following 
operating conditions: photomultiplier tube voltage, -1450 vo lts ;
flame heigh ts, 6.5 cm and 8.0 cm above the burner t ip  with the CK2-64 
and Hetco burners, respectively; s l i t  widths, 0.17 mn fo r calcium, mag­
nesium, s i lv e r ,  and cobalt, and 0.40 mn fo r zinc; time constant of the 
phase-sensitive am plifier, 3 seconds.
Table I  gives the pertinent data on the operation of the two 
burners in  th e ir  d iffe ren t modes of operation. When operating e ith e r
Table I .
Burner Operating Conditions
H2/0 2flame Hg/entrained--air flame
Atondzer-bumer Central o rifice  gas Sheath gas
Central 
o rifice  gas Sheath gas
CK2-64 (Keyes) ^ (5 .5 ) 02(4.2) Hg (5.5) none
Hetco (Jarrell-Ash) 02(5.0) 11,(21) 1^(45) none
Hie nurrber in  parentheses is  the flow ra te  of the gas in  liters/m inute.
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burner with the hydrogen-entrained-air flame, combustion is  made 
possible by the a i r  surrounding the flame and entrained by the hydrogen 
gas.
Aqueous stock solutions containing 1000 ppm o f the desired
metals were prepared and d ilu ted  as required. Working curves fo r each
metal were obtained according to  the procedure described by Winefordner 
29and Staab .
I I .  Results and Discussion
In Table I I  the lim its of detection fo r zinc, magnesium, s ilv e r  
and cobalt In the oxy-hydrogen and hydrogen-entrained-air flames with 
the two d iffe ren t burners are given. The lim it o f detection was chosen 
as th a t solution concentration resu ltin g  in  a  signal to  rms noise ra tio  
o f unity. The resu lts  indicate th a t the mode of operation of the 
atomizer-bumer has l i t t l e  Influence on the lim its  o f detection.
Table I I  also  shows th a t both atomizer-burners give sim ilar resu lts  
with both flame types, the Hetco burner giving s lig h tly  b e tte r  resu lts  
overall. In addition, the Hetco burner was much less lik e ly  to  clog 
a t  a l l  concentrations studied (thereby resu ltin g  In signals which were 
more reproducible and re lia b le ) , and i t  exhibited less o f a memory 
effec t than the CK2-64 burner. On the other hand, the Hetco burner 
was much louder, especially  with the hydrogen-entrained-air flame, 
and some so rt of noise muffling device was necessary. Also, the gas 
consumption o f the CK2-64 was much less than th a t of the Hetco burner.
While investigating  the fluorescence of s ilv e r  (3280 A) in  the 
oxy-hydrogen flame, I t  was noticed th a t the fluorescence signal Increased 
as the oxygen flow ra te  decreased and th a t the greatest s ig ia l  was 
obtained when only a  hydrogen-entrained-air gas mixture was used.
Table I I .
Limits of Detection of Several Metals Measured with Different 
Total-Consurrption Atomlzer-Bumers and Different Plane Types
Flame Type Burner Concentration (ppm)
Zn Ag Mg Co
Hg/Og CK2-64
(oxygen-sheathed) 0.1 0.005 1.0 20.0
Hetco 
(hydrogen-sheathed) 0.1 0.003 1.0 10.0
H^/entralned-air CK2-64 0.05 0.003 0.01 1.0
Hbtco 0.03 0.001 0.01 0.5
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Sim ilarly, zinc (2139 A) showed i t s  greatest signal in tensity  in  the 
hydrogen-entrained-air flame. The inprovement in  signal in tensity  
obtained with the use of th is  flame and the shapes o f typ ica l curves 
fo r s ilv e r  and zinc are shown in  Figure 5* Over the linear regions o f 
the curves, the fluorescence signal in te n s itie s  with both atomizer- 
bumers in  the hydrogen-entrained-air flame were about 18 per cent and 
23 per cent greater fo r s ilv e r  and zinc, respectively , than in  the oxy- 
hydrogen flame.
Because s ilv e r  and zinc are metals which exhibit l i t t l e  ten­
dency to  form refractory  compounds (principally oxides) with flame 
gases, the enhancement of the fluorescence signal with the hydrogen-
en tra ined-air flame may be due to  a decreased quenching of the excited
i| oatoms and the lower flame tenperature. Jenkins has shown th eo re tica lly  
th a t the ra tes o f co llis io n a l quenching can markedly change the fluore­
scence y ie ld  of the atomic species. Also, he has shown tha t the 
fluorescence in tensity  increases with an increasing difference between 
the source-brigntness tenperature and flame tenperature, and tha t th is  
difference increases with decreasing wavelength fo r a given source 
and flame. Ih is  may explain why zinc (2139 A) was enhanced s lig h tly  
more than s ilv e r  (3280 A).
Hie slopes o f the zinc curves are much lower than un ity , in 
disagreement with the theory presented in  the INTRODUCTION. However, 
the theory holds only I f  the en tire  flame region viewed by the mono­
chromator i s  excited by the source and the region has a uniform d is­
tr ib u tio n  o f ground-state atoms and a uniform tenperature. In the case 
o f zinc only, the s l i t  width was increased to  0.40 mm with no corres­
ponding increase in  the so lid  angle of exc ita tion , probably in v a li­
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Figure 5. Experimental analy tical curves for s ilv e r CAg 3280 A) and zinc (Zn 2139 A)
with lij/Qj and f t/en tra in ed -a ir  flames.
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Table I I  shows tha t a  vast inprovement In detection lim its 
occurs when the hydrogen-entrained-air flame Is  used with cobalt 
(2407 A) and magnesium (2852 A). The extent o f  the Improvement 
and the shapes of typ ica l curves obtained w ith these metals is  shown 
in Figure 6. Hie fluorescence signal in te n s itie s  with both burners 
were about 15 and 19 times g rea ter for cobalt and magnesium, respec­
tiv e ly , with the hydrogen-entrained-air flame than with the oxy-hydrogen 
flame. Hie major factor responsible for the increase in  signal inten­
s ity  i s  most lik e ly  a substan tia l decrease o f  the  oxide-fom ation 
tendency of these metals with flame gases in  the hydrogen-entrained- 
a i r  flame.
Calcium was also studied, and I t  was found that the type of
signal obtained was dependent on the flame type. Whereas calcium
exhibited the usual lin e  emission signal in  the  hydrogen-entrained-air
flame, in  the oxy-hydrogen flame I t  displayed the molecular scattering
4lsignal described by Veillon, e t a l .  This l a t t e r  phenomena resu lts
in  a band-like sca tte rin g  signal and is  due to  the sca tte ring  of the
incident rad ia tion  by molecules o f compounds formed with the flame 
4lgases . Hie lin e  emission signa l obtained w ith the hydrogen-entrained- 
a i r  flame was about 16 times more intense, and i s  much preferred, 
because I t  eliminates the p o ten tia l interferences present with band 
emission.
Employing the Hetco burner, a more conplete comparison between 
the hydrogen-entrained-air and oxy-hydrogen flames was undertaken.
Table I I I  shows the detection lim its  obtained a f te r  optimizing condi-
42tions fo r  each element in  both flames . Inproved lim its o f  detection 
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Figure 6, Experimental analy tical curves for magiesium 0% 2852 A) and cobalt
CCq 2407 A) with Hg/Og and P^/entrained-air flames.
Table I I I .
Limits of Detection (in ppm) for Several Elements in  
Oxy-hydrogen and in  Hydrogen-Entrained-Air Flames
Element Wavelength, A V ° 2  . . H^/Entrained-Air
Ag 3280 0.003 0.001
CO 2407 3.5 0.2
Cu 3248 0.1 0.02
Fe 2486 25.0 2.0
m 2852 0.2 0.004
Mn 2795 35.0 0.04
Ni 2320 5.0 1.0
T1 3776 0.3 0.07
Zn 2139 0.04 0.01
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flame gave lim its of detection up to  50-100 times lower than the oxy- 
hydrogen flame fo r elements which can read ily  form refractory  oxides, 
such as manganese and cobalt. Hie inprovement was much le s s , however, 
fo r those elements which remain mostly dissociated in  flames, such 
as zinc and copper.
I t  should be noted th a t the properties manifested by a sim ilar
lil
flame studied by Velllon, e t a l .  , the argon-hydrogen-entrained-air 
flame, are not appreciable d iffe ren t, with respect to  kind and degree, 
from those manifested by the hydrogen-entrained-air flame. In view 
o f i t s  greater experimental s in p lic ity , the hydrogen-entrained-air 
flame may prove to  be the more desirable flame.
The shapes of the ca lib ra tion  curves obtained are shown in  
hoFigures 7 and 8 . The lowest concentration indicated i s  th a t for
which the magnitude of the signal equals the peak-to-peak, or absolute 
value, o f  the noise. This represents a point th a t i s  easily  measurable 
experimentally. Most o f the  curves have slopes near unity a t low con­
centrations and level o ff  a t h ig ie r  concentrations as self-absoip tion  
o f resonance fluorescence becomes s ig n ifican t, in  good agreement with 
theory.
A b r ie f  study o f o ther burners was carried  out. F ir s t ,  a 
d iffe ren t prototype model o f  the CK2-64 burner was tested . With th is  
burner the sanple solution was introduced near the burner t ip .  This 
eliminated the need fo r a  long narrow cap illary  tube and reduced the 
clogging and poor reproducibility  ch a rac te ris tic  of the CK2-64. How­
ever, the nebulization o f the so lu tion  was noticeably poorer, and th is  
resu lted  in  about a  f if ty  per cent decrease in  the signal to  noise 
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Figure 7. Experimental analy tical curves fo r copper (Cu 32*18 A), manganese
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Figure 8. Experimental analytical curves for calcium (4227 A), cobalt 




An Instrumentation Laboratories p re mix burner enploying an 
air-propane laminar flame was also tested  using s ilv e r . As expected, 
noise and lig h t sca tte ring  were greatly reduced, but the fluorescence 
signal was also decreased. The net resu lt was about a  four-fold 
decrease in  the signal to  noise ra tio .
Having established the superiority  of the Hetco burner and the 
hydrogen-entrained-air flame, th is  system was used to  investigate the 
atomic fluorescence of other elements. Other elements exhibiting 
atomic fluorescence were:
in the 1 ppm range or lower -  s ilv e r  (2676 A), bismuth GO68 A),
gallium (4172 A), indium (4102 A), and 
sodium (5890 A)
in  the 1 to  10 ppm range -  chromium (3579 A), mercury (2537 A), and
antimony (2371 A)
above 10 ppm -  barium (5535 A), lithium  (6707 A),
lead (4058 A), and strontium (4606 A)
Only the strongest fluorescence line  i s  l is te d . In most instances, 
fluorescence was detectable only a t  one, two o r three emission lin es  
with each element. As expected, no fluorescence was observed fo r the 
highly refractory  elements aluminum, antimony, beryllium, boron, 
germanium, molybdenum, scandium, selenium, thorium, and t in  a t  any 
wavelength o r concentration.
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CALCIUM AND MAGNESIUM INTERFERENCE STUDIES
Because of the se n s itiv ity  and v e rsa til i ty  found w ith AFS, i t  
appeared th a t AES could be used to  advantage fo r a wide varie ty  of 
analyses. Ihe purpose o f th is  investigation was to  evaluate selected 
Interferences which could be expected to  be present. Calcium and mag­
nesium were chosen fo r study, because of the frequent need fo r th e ir  
analysis, and because they are known to  be susceptible, under normal 
operating conditions, to  a large nunber of interferences in  flame spec­
troscopic methods.
I .  Experimental
Ihe experimental arrangement used was the same as th a t described 
e a r l ie r , except for a few small changes incorporated since the studies 
o f the previous section. Solution feed to  the burner was controlled to  
reduce the hydrogen gas flow ra te , to  assure a constant sanple asp ira tion  
ra te , and to  reduce the audible noise of the flame caused by a h ig i hydro­
gen gas flow ra te , Ihe ra te  o f solution feed was maintained a t 8.0 ml 
per minute by means of a 20 ml motor-driven syringe (Sage Instruments 
Incorporated, model 255-1).
All solutions were prepared from reagent-grade chemicals, and 
d istilled-deion lzed  water was used fo r d ilu tio n  purposes. Standard solu­
tions used fo r comparison throughout were calcium chloride (4 ppm in  ca l-  
cium(II)) and magnesium chloride (2 ppm in  magaesium(II)). Strontium 
chloride hexaliydrate (2j6 so lu tion), ethylenediam inetetraacetlc acid 
(EDTA) (M% solution o f the di-sodium -salt) , and lanthanum n itra te  (l£ -so lu- 
tio n ) stock solutions were prepared, hydrochloric acid or sodium hydrox-
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ide were used to  vary the pH when desired.
The following operating conditions were used fo r a l l  interference 
studies: s l i t  width, 0,17 ran; hydrogen gas flow ra te , 19 l i t e r s  per
minute; flame height, 4.5 cm above the burner t ip ;  photom ultiplier tube 
voltage, -1450 v o lts ; time constant o f the phase-sensitive am plifier, 3 
seconds. For calcium and magnesium, the 4227 A and 2852 A lin e s , respec­
tiv e ly , were used. The experimental procedure involved varying the 
in te rfe ren t concentration or the solution pH, scanning the fluorescence 
line  a t 10 A per minute three or more times consequently, and averaging 
the peak heights obtained.
I I .  Results and Discussion
Under the experimental conditions described above, the detection 
lim its , defined as a s ig ia l-to -n o ise  ra tio  o f unity , were 0.02 ppm and 
0.004 ppm for calcium and magnesium, respectively . The re la tiv e  standard 
deviations of the standard signals were 2.0$ and 3.7$ fo r magnesium and 
calcium, respectively , fo r a series o f twelve scans.
1. Radiation Interferences
The most inport ant rad ia tion  Interference which can occur in  
atomic fluorescence, especially  when a continuum source is  used, i s  the 
simultaneous fluorescence o f more than one chemical species in  the flame 
a t energies fa llin g  within the bandpass o f the monochromator. No in te r ­
ferences of th is  type were found, because a monochromator of good 
resolution was enployed, and because the xenon source, being only o f 
moderate rad ia tion  in ten sity , excited fluorescence a t very few lin es 
(in  most instances, only one o r two) o f each element.
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2. Physical Interferences
The most inport ant physical in terference was the sca tte rin g  o f 
excita tion  rad ia tion  by solvent droplets and s a lt  p a rtic le s  in  the 
flame. The former was substan tia l, and was about five-fo ld  greater a t 
4227 A than a t  2852 A. This in terference was easily  conpensated fo r by 
means of the zero suppression c irc u it o f the phase-sensitive a irp lifie r 
and by scanning the fluorescence lin e . Scattering by sa lt  p a r tic le s , 
due to molecular aggregates o f  conpounds formed with flame gas products,
can re su lt in  strong band-like emission signals even at low sairple con-
41centratlons . With the hydrogen-entrained-air flame th is  interference 
was not found fo r the concentration levels used (1000 ppm o r le ss ) . 
However, a 0.4/5 strontium chloride so lu tion  or a 0.8$ EDTA solution 
(pH -  4.7) produced a small increase in  background signal in  the 4227 A 
region and a s lig h tly  la rger increase in  the 2852 A region. The back­
ground signal was thou^nt to  be caused by the formation o f corrpounds, 
possibly oxides o r hydroxides, because i t s  in ten sity  increased linearly  
with s a l t  concentration or with oxygen consunption. This interference 
can be eliminated o r largely reduced by using organic so lvents, premix 
atomizer-bumers, fue l-rich  flames, o r more in e rt gas mixtures.
Changes in  background in tensity  due to  lig h t sca tte rin g  in  
general were easily  taken in to  account by using the combination of a
continuum source and a scanning monochromator. When lin e  sources
44are used, correction fo r sca tte ring  can be unreliable and awkward ,
3. Chemical Interferences
The most conrnon and most Important interferences with calcium 
and magnesium were the chemical in te rferences. The effec ts  of a num-
4 l
ber of cations and anions on the standard calcium and magnesium sig ­
nals was studied. Chloride s a lts  were selected to  Introduce the 
appropriate cations a f te r  the e ffec t of the chloride ion upon the 
calcium and magnesium signals was concluded to  be Insign ifican t. Unis 
conclusion was reached from assuming th a t ionization was neglig ible in  
the "cool" flame used in  th is  investigation , and from the facts th a t 
a solution 1M with respect to  hydrochloric acid had no effec t on the 
standard calcium and magnesium signal in te n s it ie s , th a t a solution 
2000 ppm with respect to  copper chloride had no e ffec t on the standard 
calcium and magnesium signal in te n s it ie s , and th a t a solution 1M with 
respect to  hydrochloric acid had no effec t on a 5 ppm copper chloride 
signal (3248 A). I f  a chloride interference were present, there 
should have occurred a change in  the signal in ten sity  o f a t le a s t one 
of the standard so lutions. Likewise, sodium and potassium sa lts  were 
used to  introduce the anions, because they caused interferences only 
a t moderate concentrations (above 200 ppm with magnesium and above 
1000 ppm with calcium).
a . Calcium. Table IV shows the effec t of a 100-fold excess of an 
in te rfe ren t cation or anion upon the standard calcium signal. In 
addition, Figure 9 shows the e ffec t of a few ty p ica l cations and anions 
upon the standard fluorescence signal as a function of in te rfe ren t 
concentration up to  1000 ppm. Among the cations studied, barium ( I I ) ,  
copper ( I I ) ,  potassium ( I ) ,  lanthanum ( I I I ) ,  n ickel ( I I ) ,  and zinc (II)  
did not in te rfe re  up to  a concentration o f 1000 ppm. Among the anions 
studied, only perchlorate and chloride did not in te rfe re  up to  a con­
centration of 1000 ppm. In a l l  Instances the in terference resu lted  
in  a depressed signa l. Phosphate, s i l ic a te ,  and oxalate depressed the
Table IV.
Q
Chemical Interferences with Calcium
No Interference Interference- ? Signal Depression
Cations Anions
Ba(II), Co(II), Cu(II), A l(III) -  6555 acetate -  7056
K(I), Na(I), L a(III), C r(III) -  75? HCO” -  7556
Nh(II), Zn(II), ClOjJ, Cl" Pte(III) -  25? C02~ -  7556
Li(I) -  5555 c itra te  -  7056
Mg(II) -  10? oxalate -  100?
Fb(II) -  70? pojj“ -  100?
S102“ -  100? 
NO^  -  65? 
SO^ " -  75? 
I" -  80? 
F" -  85? 
S2" -  80?
a CaCl2 as standard (4.0 ppm. Ca(II))
Interfering ion concentration: 400 ppm; anions present as sodium or potassium sa lts ,
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sigpal completely.
From Figure 9 two d iffe ren t types of Interference curves can 
be distinguished. With some depression curves there occurs the fami­
l i a r  sharp I n i t i a l  lin ear decrease o f signal in tensity  followed by a 
more or less sharp knee and a long plateau p a ra lle l to  the in te rferen t 
concentration ax is , for example, aluminum ( I I I ) ,  chromium ( I I I ) ,  iron 
( I I I ) ,  bicarbonate, carbonate, fluoride, iodide, phosphate, su lfa te  
and su lfide . Such relationships have been shown to  be caused by the 
formation o f a le ss  v o la tile  conpound between the analyte, in te rferen t
species, and flame gas products than between the analyte and flame
45gas products alone . In other depression curves the signal In tensity  
drops smoothly toward zero with increasing in te rfe ren t concentration, 
fo r example, lead ( I I ) ,  lithium  ( I ) ,  magnesium ( I I ) ,  ace ta te , c i t ra te , 
n i tr a te ,  oxalate, and s i l ic a te .  Curves of th is  type are believed to  
re su lt from the occlusion of the analyte in  the matrix o f the in te r ­
fe ren t, which i s  not easily  d issociated in  the flame because of i t s
46high boiling  point or i t s  large p a rtic le  size .
A property of the second type of interference is  th a t mutual 
depression (or enhancement) e ffec ts  o f the In terferen t species are not 
to  be expected. Fbr exanple, i f  the s a lt  p a r tic le s  of calcium chloride 
are more easily  deconposed in  the flame than those of calcium aceta te , 
then the occlusion of the calcium chloride p a rtic le s  in  the acetate 
matrix should lead to a depression o f the standard calcium (as the 
chloride) signal. Conversely, an enhancement of the calcium (as the 
acetate) signal would be expected i f  the calcium acetate p artic les  
were occluded in  the chloride matrix, because quick vaporization of 
the chloride matrix in  which the calcium acetate analyte i s  finely
45
dispersed re su lts  in  smaller p a r tic le s , and thus, a b e tte r  vaporization 
of the analyte substance. This seems to  be the case, since a b r ie f  
study shewed th a t the presence of the acetate ion strongly depressed 
the standard signal (as the chloride), whereas a standard signal (as 
the acetate) showed an enhancement in  the presence o f an excess of 
chloride, which enhancement asymptotically approached the in tensity  of 
the standard calcium chloride signal (see Figure 10). Thus the vola­
t i l i t y  of the calcium s a l t  used as the standard determined to  a large 
extent not only the degree of the in terference, but also i t s  form, 
when th is  type o f interference was present.
b. Magnesium. Table V shows the e ffec t of a 100-fold excess of an 
in te rfe ren t cation or anion upon the standard magnesium signal, and 
Figure 11 shows a few typ ical in terference curves. Of the ions studied, 
only copper ( I I ) ,  lanthanum ( I I I ) ,  and perchlorate did not in te rfe re  up 
to  a concentration of 1000 ppm. As with calcium, a l l  interferences 
resu lted  in  a depressed signal. Plots of re la tiv e  signal in ten sity  
versus concentration revealed th a t most species exhibited the same 
type of Interference curve mentioned e a r l ie r  for calcium. However, 
several interference curves, those of chromium ( I I I ) ,  iron ( I I I ) ,  
zinc ( I I ) ,  oxalate, and su lfa te , displayed a minimum in  signal in ten­
s i ty  followed by a gradual r is e  with In terfe ren t concentration. This 
suggests th a t a more complicated process i s  occurring in  the flame, 
perhaps a combination or a competition between the above-mentioned 
In terfe ring  processes. I t  should be pointed out th a t the chemical 
in terferences found with calcium and magnesium are q u a lita tiv e ly  very
sim ilar to  those found with these metals in  atomic absorption spec-
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Figure 10, Enhancement of calcium acetate standard signal, B, with chloride 




Chemical Interferences with Magnesium3-
No Interference Interference- % Signal Depression
Cu ( I I ) ,  la  ( I I I ) ,  C10]j, Cl"
Cations Anions
A l(III) -  385? HC0“ -  m
Ba(II) -  9% 2-coi -  675s
Ca(II) - 18% 3
Co(II) -  22% c itra te -  51%
C r(III) -  53% oxalate -  3w
Pte(III) - 21% < - m
K(I) - 13% 9
Na(I) - 10% SiO;~ - 100%
Ni(II) - 23% no; -  33%
Mn(II) - 27% so^' - 62%
Fb(II) -  88%
Zn(II) -  H0% 1“ -  53%
F” - 68%
s2~ - 10%
a MgCl2 as standard (2.0 ppm. Mg(II))
Interfering  ion concentration: 200 ppm; anions present as sodium or potassium s a lts ,
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burner and an oxy-hydrogen flame.
Because the chemical Interferences with calcium and magnesium 
using AES appeared to  be sim ilar to  those observed with o ther flame 
spectroscopic methods, a study o f the effectiveness of releasing  
agents in  AFS for elim inating chemical interferences was undertaken. 
Preliminary studies o f s a lt  solutions with EDTA (pH = 4 .7 ), lanthanum, 
and strontium showed th a t strontium was the more effective  o f the 
th ree , on a molar basis . I t  was found that the p rio r addition of 
strontium to  the sanple solution (making the solution 0.1# with respect 
to  strontium chloride hexahydrate) completely restored any depressed 
signal to  I t s  former in tensity  in  nearly a l l  instances with both calcium 
and magnesium. In the magnesium stud ies, only the Interference from 
sulfide was not completely elim inated; i t  was conpletely eliminated 
with a 0.4# strontium solution or a 0.8# EDTA solution (pH = 12.1).
In the calcium stud ies, interferences from su lfide  and s i l ic a te  s a lt  
solutions (pH's = 1 2 .1  and 11.1, respectively) could not be conpletely 
eliminated by e ith e r lanthanum, strontium, or EDTA. The extent of 
resto ra tion  of signal was dependent upon the in te rfe ren t concentration 
in  the sairple.
In a l l  instances In which the depressed signal was eliminated 
with a 0.1# strontium solution, an in te rferen t concentration of a t 
le a s t 400 ppm could be to le ra ted . Increasing the concentration of 
strontium to  0.3# resu lted  in  a conplete resto ra tion  o f signal in  the 
presence of up to 800 ppm of the in te rfe ren t. I t  was found necessary 
only to  choose a concentration o f releasing agent tha t was high enough 
fo r the maximum concentration o f in te rfe ren t expected,
c . Effects Due to  pH and D ifferent Acids. In p rac tica l analyses, the
50
preparation of sanples often requires the use of solutions which are 
acidic or basic. Consequently, the effec t o f solution pH upon the 
atomic fluorescence of s ix  elements of widely d iffe rin g  p roperties, 
calcium (4227 A), magnesium (2852 A), nickel (2320 A), manganese 
(2795 A), chromium (3579 A), and copper (3248 A) was examined. Also 
the e ffec ts  of a few individual acids (n i tr ic ,  perchloric , and su lfu ric) 
were studied. Hie pH range covered was 0 to  13. The resu lts  fo r  each 
metal were as follows:
Copper, Manganese, and Nickel. The pH had no sign ifican t e f fe c t. Also, 
the e ffec t o f the acid used was n i l .  This fact i s  useful in  th a t  i t  
eliminates the need fo r precise pH control.
Chromium. The pH had no e ffe c t. N itric  acid had no e ffec t. Sulfuric 
acid depressed the signal and perchloric acid enhanced i t .  The su lfu ric  
acid in terference was hardly affected by lanthanum; a 0.1? lanthanum 
solution however, eliminated the perchloric acid enhancement. EDTA is  in­
soluble and strontium p rec ip ita tes out with su lfa te  a t lew pH; thus 
they cannot be used as releasing agents.
Calcium and Magnesium. There i s  no effec t upon signal in ten sity  within 
the range 0 to  about 9- At higher pH there occurs a strong signal 
depression of about equal in ten sity  fo r both metals (see Figure 12). 
Lanthanum and strontium had l i t t l e  e ffec t on th is  in terference. A
0.8? EDTA solution completely removed the in terference with magnesium, 
but did not conpletely remove i t  fo r calcium. I t  appeared th a t EDTA 
may be the preferred reagent to  use a t high pH, because i t  can success­
fu lly  conpete with the metal oxides (or hydroxides) to  form complexes 
which can be easily  deconposed in  the flame. Strontium and lanthanum 
conpete fo r the anion of the m etal, such as chloride, and have l i t t l e  























Figure 12. Depression of atomic fluorescence of calcium and magnesium with pH,
U1
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acid and su lfu ric  acid strongly depressed the standard signals. Ihe
extent of signal depression was comparable to  th a t observed for the
anions o f the acids as the sodium sa lts  in  neutra l solution, indicating
the interference was due to  the acid anion ra th e r than to  the hydronium
ion. A 0.4SS strontium solution eliminated the n i t r ic  acid Interference.
Ihe su lfu ric  acid interference could not be eliminated by any of the
releasing  agents. Perchloric acid did not in te rfe re . Bratzel and 
48coworkers have reported on the influence of hydrochloric and n i t r ic  
acids on the AES o f cadmium.
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PRECONCENTRATION STUDIES
For most analy tical systems re lia b le  trace  characterization 
of metals often requires tha t the metal analytes be separated from 
the major sample constituents and/or be concentrated before analysis.
Hie concentrations of many metals are often in  the low parts-per- 
b ill io n  range, whereas most flame spectroscopic techniques, including 
AFS with a continuum source, possess lim its  o f  d e tec tab ility  above th is  
range. This section presents the re su lts  of studies of the po ten tia l 
ap p licab ility  o f the comnon concentration techniques of d is t i l la t io n  
and solvent extraction when used in  conjunction with AFS for trace 
metal analysis in  water. A la te r  section w ill present the re su lts  of 
another concentration approach, the use o f  a thermal concentrator.
I .  D is tilla tio n
Because of the inherently great sp ec ific ity  of AFS, and because 
o f the experimental sim plicity and convenience of d is t i l la t io n  tech­
niques fo r concentration, a preliminary investigation  o f the fe a s ib ili ty  
o f a combination o f the two methods fo r trace  element analysis was 
undertaken. The trace  metals whose fluorescence was sought were cal­
cium, cobalt, copper, iron , magnesium, manganese, n ickel and zinc, 
because of the Importance o f the accurate analysis o f these metals in  
water.
1. Experimental
The apparatus fo r the d is t i l la t io n s  was a tw o -lite r  ro ta ry - 
spray evaporator (Nester/Faust Manufacturing Corporation), the flask
5 4
of which was placed in  a heating mantle. To speed the ra te  o f evapora­
tio n , d is t i l la t io n s  were carried  out a t reduced pressures obtained by 
means o f a Cenco-Hyvac vacuum pump (Fisher S cien tific  Conpany) connected 
through two dry ice-acetone cooled traps to  the d is t i l l in g  flask . The 
ra te  o f d is t i l la t io n  was about two l i t e r s  per hour.
After the d is t i l la t io n  step , the procedure consisted of aspire 
ating  the d is tilla n d , d irec tly  or a f te r  addition o f a chemical releasing 
agent, in to  the flame and noting the presence or absence o f any fluore­
scence from the elements considered. Ihe types o f samples considered
49 50were lake-water samples, both actual and a r t i f ic a l ly  prepared y .
Ihe a r t i f i c ia l  sanples were made up to  contain the major metals (cal­
cium, potassium, magnesium, and sodium) and nonmetals (chloride and
49 50bicarbonate) a t  typ ical lake-water concentration levels * : 20 ppm
calcium, 10 ppm each of potassium and magnesium, 100 ppm sodium, 120 ppm
bicarbonate, and 20 ppm chloride. Ihe trace  metals were in  the p a rts -  
51perebillion-range .
2. Results and Discussion
Ihe sanples exhibited good fluorescence signals fo r calcium 
and magnesium without the d is t i l la t io n  step , but required pretreatment 
with a su itab le releasing  agent. Direct asp ira tion  of a sanple solu­
tion  made 15) from the pooling o f s ix  lake-water sanples resu lted  in  a 
f a i r  magnesium signal (signal to  noise ra tio : 7 to  1 ) and a small ca l­
cium signal (signal to  noise ra tio : 4 to  1). Addition o f calcium-
and magnesium-free strontium chloride as a releasing  agent to  the sanple 
so lu tion  (making the solution 0 . 1? with respect to  strontium chloride 
hexahydrate) resu lted  In signal to  noise ra tio s  of 13 to  1 and 20 to  1
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fo r magnesium and calcium, respectively, The increased sigpal indicated 
the presence o f chemical interferences from the high concentrations of 
other ions in  the sanple. Ihe trace  metals could not be detected with 
d irec t asp ira tion .
A f if ty -fo ld  concentration o f another pooled lake-water sanple 
showed additionally  the appearance o f a small copper signal (signal to  
noise ra tio : 4 to  1). Ihe concentration of sanples beyond about
f if ty -fo ld  resu lted  in  the appearance of a brown, sandy p rec ip ita te . 
Treatment o f the p rec ip ita te  with strong acids (aqua reg ia  and hydro­
fluo ric ) p a r tia lly  dissolved the p rec ip ita te , the undissolved portion
taking on a white cake-like appearance. This suggested the p rec ip ita te
50was prim arily conposed of s lig h tly  soluble s il ic a te s  and sodium sa lts  . 
I t  was concluded th a t the dissolved portion o f the p rec ip ita te  probably 
did not contain sign ifican t amounts o f the trace  metals of concern, 
because no fluorescence was observed from the dissolved portion of a 
p rec ip ita te  formed from a many-fold concentration of an a r t i f ic ia l ly  
prepared solution containing a very high in i t i a l  concentration o f the 
trace  metals.
A 110-fold concentration of pooled lake-water sanples gave a 
good copper signal (signal to  noise ra tio : 14 to  1 ), and additionally  
showed the presence of small signals fo r manganese and zinc (signal to  
noise ra tio s : 4 to  1 and 6 to  1, respectively). Cobalt, iron , and
nickel s t i l l  could not be detected, even with the addition o f a releasing 
agent. Studies o f the extent o f chemical interferences on the signal 
in te n s itie s  observed a f te r  preconcentration, and of the per cent 
recovery o f the trace  metals a f te r  d is t i l la t io n  were not carried  out.
Further concentration o f sanples proved irrpractical because of
56
the tin e  involved, the increase in  background signal and noise due to 
lig h t scatte ring  by so lid  p a rtic le s  in  the flame, which p a r tia lly  off­
se t the e ffec t o f  an increased concentration o f the analyte in  the 
flame, and clogging of the burner cap illary  and formation o f s a l t  
deposits a t  the base o f the flame due to  the high concentration of 
dissolved so lids in  the aspirated solution.
Ihe technique o f solvent ex traction  was next studied, p rinc i­
pally because of i t s  f le x ib i l i ty , s in p lic ity , and speed. Examined were 
the extraction effic iencies of several metals with respect to  pH, 
usable volume ra tio s , s ta b il i ty  o f conplexes fonned, extraction  times, 
e tc . I t  was hoped th a t solvent ex traction  could be enployed to  provide 
both a se lective separation, which was not possible with sinple d is­
t i l l a t io n ,  and a concentration of the species in  concern. Ihe organic 
solvents chosen fo r the extraction studies were methyl isobutyl ketone
(MIBK) and 3-heptanone, because o f the good burning ch arac te ris tic s  o f 
52ketones in  flames , th e ir  low cost, and th e ir  low so lu b ility  in  water. 
Ihe chelating agent used in  a l l  studies was airmonium pyrrolidine 
dlthiocarbamate (APDC),
I I .  Solvent Extraction
because of i t s  good chelating a b ili ty  with a wide range o f elements
5V55over a  wide pH range .
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1. Experimental
No pu rification  o f the organic solvents, MIBK and 3-heptanone,
was needed, because they exhibited no fluorescence a t any of the lines
of the metals in  concern. The solutions of APDC were prepared by
dissolving as much as possible of the so lid  reagent In water through
vigorous mixing by hand a t room temperature, and f i l te r in g  o ff the
undissolved portion. Upon standing, re - f i l te r in g  o f the solution p rio r
to  use may be necessary, because there occurs p rec ip ita tion  of more
56so lid , whose iden tity  is  in  doubt , and whose so lu b ility  is  pH insen­
s it iv e . A 1.056 APDC solution exhibited small fluorescence signals fo r 
calcium and magnesium only. Since these are determinable d irec tly , as 
shown e a r l ie r ,  and since the f in a l concentration o f APDC in  the sample 
solutions was always much less than l.OJS, i t s  p u rifica tio n  was unnecessary.
Hie elements studied were the same as those considered in  the 
previous section. Real and a r t i f ic ia l ly  prepared lake-water samples 
(see d is t i l la t io n  section) were employed in  some of the volume-ratio 
stud ies.
The procedure consisted of contacting known aqueous samples, 
to  which APDC was added, with the organic layer, and extracting in  the 
customary manner. The pH of the aqueous layer was varied with hydro­
chloric acid or sodium hydroxide solutions. The organic layer was 
aspirated d irec tly , and the fluorescence in te n s itie s  were noted. The 
efficiency of an extraction was te s ted  by two methods. In one, when 
the metal s a l t  was su ffic ien tly  soluble, the fluorescence s ig ia l in­
ten sity  o f a given metal in  the organic layer o f the extraction mixture 
was compared with th a t o f the metal dissolved d irec tly  in  the organic 
solvent. In  the other method, the fluorescence s ig ia l  in tensity  of a
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given metal In  the water sanple was conpared with th a t o f a fresh 
water layer in to  which the metal had been re-extracted from the organic 
layer. This l a t t e r  approach was used when the metal s a l t  was not 
su ffic ien tly  soluble d irec tly  In the organic layer, and/or when the metal- 
APDC conplex was Insu ffic ien tly  soluble In  the organic layer.
The maximum volume ra tio s  were usually found by noting any s ig ­
n ifican t difference In signal In tensity  between tha t of the organic 
layer irrmediately a f te r  ex traction  of the metal and th a t of the metal 
d irec tly  dissolved In the organic layer. The presence of a small 
fluorescence signal remaining In the aqueous layer a f te r  ex traction o f 
d irec tly  detectable amounts of the metal was also used to  study the com­
pleteness o f an extraction.
2. Results and Discussion
I t  was f i r s t  noted th a t asp ira tion  of an organic solvent Into
the hydrogen-entrained-alr flame resu lted  in  a d iffe ren t flame shape
and structu re . There were no clear-cut inner and outer cones; the
flame was more bulbous, rose higher and was non-lumlnous. Consequently,
the optimum height in  the flame fo r excita tion  was much higher. Also,
the s ig ia l  enhancement, which has often been observed upon asp ira ting  
52 57organic solvents * , did not occur. This enhancement has been shown
to  re su lt almost en tire ly  from the Increased ra te  o f asp ira tion  of the
57organic solvent due to  I t s  lower v iscosity , lower density , e tc . In 
th is  Investigation a syringe drive was used to  deliver the same amount 
of liqu id  per un it time, thus resu ltin g  In no change in  ra te  of aspira­
tio n  with change of solvent.
I t  was found th a t APDC chelating solutions did not need to  be
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‘55 *56prepared fresh d a lly , contrary to  often reported practice ’ * .
Comparison of s ig ia l  in te n s itie s  of several APEX; complexes in  the 
organic phase using freshly prepared and ten-day old APDC solutions 
showed no difference whatever. Sim ilarly, the s ta b ili ty  o f the metal- 
APDC complexes in  water were found to  be stab le  over a period of a t 
le a s t one week fo r a l l  metals studied.
Extensive studies o f the pH range w ithin which each of the 
above-mentioned metals can be quan tita tively  extracted and the maximum 
ra tio  of aqueous to  organic solvent tha t can s t i l l  be used to  obtain a 
quantita tive extraction in  one equilibration  were carried out. The pH 
range covered in  the extraction  studies was lim ited to  between 1 and 
10. At very low pH, protonation of the chelating dithiocarbamate 
ligand occurs, and the ligand subsequently decomposes in to  carbon 
d isu lfide  and a protonated amine. At high pH, the formation of metal- 
hydroxo conplexes competes with the formation of metal-APEX! complexes.
Cobalt ( I I ) ,  copper ( I I ) ,  and zinc (II)  were quantita tively  
extracted in  the pH range 1 to  10, and the metal-APDC complexes in  
MEBK were stable a t le as t one week. Ihe maximum volume ra tio s  were 
about 40 to  1 fo r cobalt and copper and 15 to  1 fo r zinc. Unis ra t io  
was independent of pH.
In both the ferrous and fe rr ic  s ta te , iron is  quantita tively  
extracted in  the pH range 1 to  10. Ihe Fe-APDC conplex in  MH3K, how­
ever, is  stable only fo r about three hours. After th is  time precip i­
ta tio n  o f some of the metal-APDC conplex occurs, and the fluorescence 
signal i s  noticeably reduced. The maximum volume ra tio  is  about 22 
to  1.
Manganese (II)  Is quantita tively  extracted in  the pH range
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3.3 to 8.0, i f  only 1 ml of APDC solution is  added to  about 100 ml
of sanple so lu tion , and i s  quantita tively  extracted in  the range 2.7
to  8.4, i f  2 ml o f 4$ APDC are used. This dependence of the manganese
extraction efficiency on the concentration o f chelating agent in  the
58water layer i s  in  agreement with re su lts  reported by Mansell . He 
found neglig ible ex traction  over the pH range 1 to  10 when using only 
1 ml o f 1? APDC, but got a quantita tive ex traction  a t a  pH o f 3 with 
5 ml o f 1% APDC. This dependence was found to  be unique fo r manganese; 
i t s  cause was not investigated.
ihe Mn-APDC conplex in  MIEK is  decidedly unstable. The ex tract 
should be analyzed w ithin about twenty minutes of ex traction . After 
th is  time there  occurs a noticeable decrease in  the fluorescence signal, 
and a v is ib le  disappearance of the deep pink color of the Mn-APDC com­
plex in  the organic layer. I f  le f t  standing fo r more than about ninety 
minutes, a reddish-brown p rec ip ita te  can be seen. This in s ta b ility  
has been shown to re su lt from the presence o f small water droplets, 
l e f t  standing in  contact with the organic layer a f te r  ex traction , which 
re-ex trac t the manganese from the organic layer. The maximum volume 
ra tio  fo r manganese was low, 8 to  1.
Nickel (II) i s  quan tita tively  extracted in  the pH range 1 to
10. Ihe Ni-APDC conplex i s  only p a r tia lly  soluble in  MIBK; a yellow- 
green p rec ip ita te  appears between the layers. The quantita tive recovery 
of nickel requires contacting the MIEK layer and the p rec ip ita te  with 
a fresh layer of high ac id ity  (IN o r more). This contact o f layers 
turns the MIEK layer dark-brown. Upon mixing, the p rec ip ita te  d is­
solves in  the aqueous layer, and the dark-brown color o f the MIBK layer 
disappears. The re-ex trac tion  i s  conplete when the MIEK layer is  c lea r.
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Ihe maximum volume ra tio  fo r nickel is  about 25 to  1.
3-heptanone as the organic solvent was also tr ie d  in  the hope 
th a t i t  would more readily  dissolve the Ni-APDC conplex. No s ig n if i­
cant difference in  so lu b ility  was noted. In fac t, a l l  extractions of 
nickel and other metals with 3-heptanone were conpletely analagous 
to  MIBK, with respect to  extraction  efficiency , time of ex traction , 
fluorescence signal in ten sity , e tc .
Calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium were not extracted 
in  detectable amounts in  the pH range 1 to  10. Thus, APDC can be used 
fo r obtaining se lec tive  separations, elim inating possible chemical 
interferences in  AFS from the major constituents in  the sanple.
Generally, the extraction times were about the same. In a l l  
cases a quan tita tive extraction was achieved in  le ss  than five minutes. 
Also, 2 ml of 4/S APDC solution added to  a sample containing up to  at 
least 100 ppm of ex tract able metals was found anple. Ihe progress of 
an extraction could be readily  followed by the disappearance o f the 
color o f the water layer, or the appearance of color in  the organic 
layer, o r the cessation of fu rth er p recip ita tion .
A rtif ic ia l lake-water sanples containing the trace metals a t 
concentrations which would be detectable a f te r  ex traction ( i f  the 
extraction were conplete) were prepared. Ihe presence of high con­
centrations of the major metals and nonmetals in  the system appeared 
to  have no s ig ilf lc a n t e ffec t upon the extraction efficiency o f the 
trace m etals; there was no sign ifican t difference in  the fluorescence 
s ig ia l in te n s itie s  observed with a r t i f i c i a l  lake-water sanples and 
sanples made up to  contain only the trace  metals.
At high volume ra tio s , 3-heptanone ra ther than MIBK was normally
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used because o f i t s  lower so lu b ility  in  water. This reduced s lig h tly  
the amount of organic solvent needed fo r extraction.
A pooled lake-water sanple showed a f a i r  signal fo r copper 
(signal to  noise ra tio : 8 to  1), a f te r  extraction with a 40 to  1 volume
ra tio  and 3 ml of APDC. Other metals gave no signal. Thus, solvent 
ex traction , as a preconcentration step in  conjunction with APS fo r 
the analysis o f water sanples was only p a r tia lly  successful. Other 
concentration techniques, such as p rec ip ita tion  and ion-exchange, 
probably would be only p a r tia lly  successful a lso , because the precon­
centration required p rio r to  analysis i s  extremely large for a one-step 
process.
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THERMAL CONCENTRATOR STUDIES WITH 
ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE AND FLAME EMISSION
The previous sections demonstrated th a t the preconcentration 
o f sanples up to  a reasonable degree by d is t i l la t io n  and solvent extrac­
tio n  can be contained with AFS. Another concentration approach, which 
only very recently has begun to  receive a tten tio n , has been to  enploy 
thermal concentration devices which introduce the sanple in to  the 
flame in  the form o f a dry concentrated aerosol^0’ Rather than 
being aspirated d irec tly  in to  the flame, the sanple f i r s t  passes through 
the concentrating device where the solvent is  eliminated. The remaining 
dry p a rtic le s  pass through and reach the flame. Thermal concentrators 
possess the advantages o f both total-consumption and premix chamber- 
type burners. A large fraction  o f the analyte reaches the flame, the 
vaporization efficiency of the aerosol is  high, and the analyte is  
aspirated in to  a laminar flame. Such devices obviously have great poten­
t i a l ,  because they would elim inate the need fo r pretreatment of a variety  
o f sanples whose metal concentrations are at or below the useful lim its 
of the technique, and because the re su lts  are obtained without addi­
tio n a l loss o f time.
This section presents the resu lts  of extensive studies of the 
properties o f such a thermal concentration device with both atomic 
fluorescence (AFS) and flame emission (FE). TWo flame spectroscopic 
methods were studied so th a t a more general evaluation o f the thermal 
concentrator could be obtained. In addition, the characte ristics  of 
the new atomic fluorescence technique could be compared with those of 
the w ell-established flame emission technique. More sp ec ifica lly , the 
c r ite rio n  o f "sen sitiv ity "  was enployed to  obtain quantita tive and
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s ta t is t ic a l ly  meaningful measures fo r evaluating th e  use of the th e r­
mal concentrator for both APS and PE. Several widely d iffe ring  elements 
were used. Moreover, the background, noise, and the  contribution of 
various components of the system thereto  were investigated  with APS 
and PE. Both d irec t sanple introduction and sample Introduction v ia 
the thermal concentrator were investigated.
I .  Experimental
The thermal concentrator was a f i r s t  generation prototype 
supplied by the Jarrell-A sh Company. A schematic drawing of the unit 
is  shown in  Figure 13. The un it consists of a pneumatic sprayer, a 
heated chamber, and a condenser. The sprayer is  sinp ly  the removable 
capillary  assembly from the conventional Heteo burner. Ihe cap illary  
assembly is  screwed perpendicularly into a hole in  a  graphite block 
ju s t fa r enough so tha t the cap illary  t ip  extends to  the ex it o f the 
hole in  the base of the block. The hole in  the block is  la rger than 
the burner cap illary  to  allow the oxidant gas, a i r  in  th is  study, to  
flow p a ra lle l to  the sanple so lu tion , permitting so lu tion  flow through 
a Venturi e f fe c t. A fine mist produced a t the cap illa ry  t ip  i s  carried 
in to  a cy lind rica l heated chamber o f graphite (4 cm by 13.75 cm) where 
evaporation o f the solvent occurs. The inside o f th e  chamber is  
snugly f i t te d  with a 3.80 cm i .d .  quartz tube to  prevent sa lt  deposits 
on the graphite w alls, and thereby maintain a more uniform temperature 
in  the chamber. The resu ltin g  water vapor and dry p a rtic le s  are then 
conducted through the serpentine path of the condenser where most of 
the water vapor, but few o f the dry p a rtic le s , are  removed. The Inside 
walls of the condenser are lined  with Teflon.






CO N D EN SER
TO DRAINCIRCULATING COLD WATER
Figure 13. Schematic diagram of thermal concentrator.
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To maintain a constant terrperature within the heated chantoer, 
water is  asp ira ted  continuously between sanples. Warm-up time for 
the unit i s  about th ir ty  minutes. The voltage applied to  the heating 
chairber is  th a t which w ill  give the g reatest and most d r if t- f re e  sig ­
n a l in ten sity . Short-term d rif tin g  o f the signal indicates the inside 
terrperature o f the heating chamber i s  changing, causing a  change in 
the efficiency of solvent evaporation. This problem is  eliminated a t 
a p a rticu la r  voltage (line  voltage in  th is  study), where the efficiency 
of solvent evaporation reaches a maximum and becomes independent of 
small terrperature variations inside the heating chanber. Equilibrium 
of signal in tensity  is  a tta ined  within about five seconds a f te r  the 
sample is  introduced in to  the system.
The optimum gas flow rates with the thermal concentrator were 
19 l i t e r s  per minutes fo r hydrogen and 15 l i t e r s  per minute fo r a ir .
The ra te  o f sanple asp ira tion  was 7.2 ml per minute, and did not 
appear to  change during the course o f th is  study. The condenser 
removed 87-^56 of the aspirated  solvent, as determined by comparing the 
volume of solvent aspirated  in to  the concentrator with the volume 
collected in  the effluen t drain. Moreover, 11.9% of the analyte 
was lo s t to  the drain, as determined by asp ira ting  a known copper solu­
tio n  and re la tin g  the fluorescence s ig ia l  in ten sity  of the effluent 
collected to  concentration, by means of a copper ca lib ration  curve. 
Since the efficiency of the concentrator was prim arily dependent ipon 
the properties o f the solvent, i t  i s  unlikely th a t d iffe ren t analytes 
would have given sign ifican tly  d iffe ren t re su lts .
Proper operation of the concentrator required th a t i t  be used 
in  conjunction with the Jarrell-A sh "Tri Flame Burner" with a  5 cm 
s lo t ,  which produced a long th in  laminar flame. With APS th is  pre­
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sented a defin ite  disadvantage, because fluorescence excita tion  was 
produced in  only th a t sn a il portion of the flame th a t was Irrad ia ted  
by the small so lid  angle of rad ia tion  from the source. An attempt to  
obtain a narrow, conpact flame by employing the Hetco total-consunption 
burner head in  conjunction with the thermal concentrator was unsuccessful 
due to  excessive back pressure in  the concentrator, causing i t  to  mal­
function. Further work with sim ilar burner head designs tha t can be 
successfully operated with the concentrator should provide much superior 
resu lts  with AFS than those reported in  th is  study.
Since only the Tri Flame Burner was usable with the concentrator, 
th is  burner was also used for those portions of th is  study in  which the 
sample was introduced d irec tly  in to  the flame, in  order to  allow a 
valid measure of the merit of the concentrator. With d irec t asp ira tion  
the gas flow ra tes were essen tia lly  the same as above, but the solution 
flow ra te  was 2.7 ml per minute.
Use of the bulky Tri. Flame Burner also  necessitated a more com­
pact arrangement fo r the detector. Consequently, the EM Electronic 
Limited 6255B photomultiplier tube and re frig e ra tio n  chamber were 
replaced by a Radio Corporation o f America 1P28 photomultiplier tube.
A 3-second am plifier time constant was used.
To change from the AFS mode of operation to the FE mode, the 
xenon source was removed from the system, and the mechanical chopper 
and lamp-photocell assentoly was placed between the flame and monochro­
mator entrance s l i t .
The experimental procedure in  the se n s itiv ity  studies con­
s is ted  o f obtaining data for signal in te n s itie s  versus concentration 
for various metals whose emission wavelengths ranged from the fa r -
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u ltra v io le t to  the blue region o f  the v is ib le . Hie elements studied 
were zinc (2139 A), cobalt (2407 A), magnesium (2852 A), copper (3248 
and 3274 A), thallium  (3776 A), and calcium (4227 A). In th is  way 
possible variations or trends with wavelength could be observed. Hie 
two homologous lines o f copper were chosen to  see i f  the concentrator 
efficiency varied sign ifican tly  with the emission lin e  chosen for an 
element. Only the lin ea r concentration ranges were considered (from 
a fac to r o f three or more above the detection lim it to  a fac to r of 
three or more before the appearance of non-linearity ). The order o f 
running the sanples was randomized, and four or more rep lica tes at 
each concentration were carried  out. Detection lim its  in  a l l  cases 
were obtained. In th is  investigation the experimental lim it of detec­
tio n  was defined as a s ig ia l  whose magiitude was equal to  twice the 
peak-to-peak noise magiitude.
For the background and noise In tensity  studies the lowest 
signal attenuation possible which would not overload the an p lifie r  
c ircu itry  was used. Hie accuracy of the background measurements was 
about + 0.5 un its . For the noise level studies the expanded scale of 
the recorder was enployed in  order to allow more sensitive measurements, 
about + 0.2 un its . Hie procedure consisted of allowing the system to  
run a t a given se t o f experimental conditions fo r a given length o f 
time (about 15-20 minutes) and recording the background and noise 
in te n s it ie s . Measured a t the emission lin e  wavelengths were the back­
ground and noise in te n s itie s  o f  the electronics only, the flame plus 
e lec tron ics, the flame with water aspirated plus e lec tron ics, the flame 
with sanple aspirated  plus e lectron ics, and, with AFS only, the xenon 
source plus e lectron ics. By d ifference, the contribution to  the back-
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ground and noise o f the e lec tron ics, the flame, the blank, the sanple, 
and the source (with AFS) to  the system were determined.
The signal in te n s itie s  with the s lo t burner were g reatest when 
the s lo t was aligned with the optic axis in  FE and a lso , su rprising ly , 
in  AFS. The difference in  in ten sity  was about five-fo ld  in  the FE mode 
between a flame aligned with the optic axis and one perpendicular to  
the optic ax is. In  the AFS mode, the difference was only about two­
fold. In the FE mode the signal in tensity  appeared to  vary d irec tly  
with the effective  depth of the source a t large s l i t  widths. In AFS 
only a part of the long th in  flame could be Irrad ia ted  by the source, 
but, a t  a given height in  the flame, the horizontal portion Irrad ia ted  
had very l i t t l e  e ffec t on signal in tensity .
1. S ensitiv ity  Evaluations
The "sen sitiv ity "  of AFS and FE with each of the afore-mentioned 
metals was determined with d irec t sanple introduction and with sanple 
introduction v ia  the thermal concentrator. "Sensitivity" is  used in  
the sense proposed by Mandel and S tieh ler * to give a quantita tive 
measure of the merit of a  method, and Is  defined by the re la tio n
where A Is a measure of some property o f X, oA is  the standard deviation 
of A, and the se n s itiv ity  o f A Is  Thus, the se n s itiv ity  is  a measure 
of the a b ili ty  of a p a rticu la r  method o f te s t  to  discern a small 
change in  concentration. From s e n s i t iv i t ie s , i t  i s  possible to  cal­
I I .  Results and Discussion
dA/dX (1)
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culate s ta t is t ic a l ly  meaningful detection lim its  and to  obtain s ta t i s ­
t i c a l  te s ts  of significance fo r the re la tiv e  merits o f a lte rnate  
methods o f analysis.
In th is  investigation  the term dA/dX is  the slope of the c a li­
b ration  curve of signal in ten sity , in  a rb itra ry  u n its , versus concen­
tra tio n , in  ppm. A le a s t squares line  was f i t te d  to  the data o f the 
lin e a r portion of each ca lib ra tion  curve to  obtain the most accurate 
slope. The standard deviation, oA, in  a rb itra ry  u n its , o f the whole 
curve is  obtained by taking the square root of the "error mean square" 
o f the data. The "error mean square" i s  an estimate of the random 
erro r o f the system, and is  obtained from a regression analysis table
giiof the data . Regression analysis tab les also served to  determine
how well the data was explained or f i t te d  by the lin ea r equation
64assumed fo r the data .
The se n s itiv ity , t|», was therefore calculated as the slope of 
the f i t te d  curve divided by the square root of the e rro r mean square, 
EMS,
vEms
Tables VI and VII compare the s e n s it iv i t ie s , ifi, and Table 
VIII conpares the detection lim its obtained in  the PE and APS modes 
with d irec t sanple introduction and sanple introduction througi the 
thermal concentrator. I t  is  obvious th a t the s e n s itiv itie s  and detec­
tio n  lim its are much inproved in  a l l  instances with the use of the 
concentrator. Also apparent Is  the increasing usefulness o f AFS com­
pared to  PE with decreasing wavelength, as expected, because a t a 
given flame tenperature the number o f atoms excited decreases sharply
Table VI.
Conparlson of S en sitiv itie s , if», of Selected Elements in  the Flame Emission Mode 
with Direct Sanple Introduction and Sanple Introduction via the Thermal Concentrator
FLAME EMISSION SENSITIVITIES
Direct Aspiration
Element (Error Mean Square)*5 (arbitrary units) Slope, ppm- '*' ppm”1
Ca 7.99 124.66 15.59
Tl 36.48 77.46 2.12
Cu(3274 A) 1.70 11.28 7.55
CuC3248 A) 0.94 10.82 11.49
Mg 1.98 4.71 2.38
Co 0.84 0.31 0.15






Element (Error Mean Square)15 (arbitrary units) Slope, ppm-1 , ppm-1
Ca 19.13 689.57 36.05
Tl 43.15 516.43 11.95
Cu(327^ * A) 2.97 62.16 20.09
Cu(3248 A) 3.67 85.40 23.26
Mg 2.22 25.28 11.40
Co 2.08 0.86 0.41
Zn 1.76 0.02 0.008
Table VII.
Conparlson of S en sitiv ities , ip, of Selected Elements In the Atomic Fluorescence Mode 
with Direct Sanple Introduction and Sanple Introduction via the Thermal Concentrator
ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE SENSITIVITIES
Direct Aspiration
Element (Error Mean Square)*5 (arbitrary units) Slope, ppm-1
-1ppm
Ca 1.28 1.77 1.38
n 15.39 5.99 0.39
0^(3274 A) 1.65 3.03 1.83
Cu(3248 A) 2.72 3.67 1.35
Mg 1.99 11.49 5.78
Co 1.66 0.84 0.51






Element (Error Mean Square) (arbitrary units) Slope, ppm-1
-1ppm
Ca 2.02 12.95 6.20
T1 25.26 22.73 0.82
Cu(3274 A) 1.93 27.49 14.25
Cu(3248 a) 3.27 37.50 11.47
Mg 2.32 61.03 26.33
Co 1.90 3.01 1.59
Zn 1.32 6.50 4.93
Table VIII.
Canparlson of Detection Limits of Selected Elements in  the Flame EMssion 
and Atomic Fluorescence Modes with Direct Sample Introduction and with Sanple Introduction
via the Thermal Concentrator
FLAME EMISSION LIMITS OF DETECTION
Element Direct Aspiration, ppm Thermal Concentrator, ppm
Ca 0.1 0.02
T1 0.2 0.02
Cu(3274 A) 0.6 0.06







ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE LIMITS OF DETECTION
Element Direct Aspiration, ppm Thermal Concentrator, ppm
Ca 2.0 0.2
T1 3.0 0.02






with decreasing wavelength. The AES detection lim its are poorer 
than those obtained previously, even with the thermal concentrator 
for a variety of reasons. Only a portion of the flame was Irrad ia ted , 
the 1P28 photom ultiplier tube was much less sensitive than the 6255B 
photomultiplier tube, and no cooling chamber was used as in  e a r l ie r  
s tud ies.
S ta tis tic a l te s ts  of the level of s ig iiflcance  of the value
of the concentrator unit in  AES and FE were calculated in  order to  be
able to  give more meaning, to  the s e n s itiv itie s . According to  Mandel 
ftPand S teih ler , a measure o f the re la tiv e  merit of a te s t  method A 
with respect to  method B is  provided by the se n s itiv ity  ra tio  o f the 
methods, pg. I f  the ra tio  exceeds unity , A is  superior to  B and 
vice-versa. For cases in  which two te s ts  are carried out on the same 
sanple and under sim ilar conditions, such as in  th is  study, a s t a t i s t i ­
cal te s t  of a lte rn a te  methods of te s t  can be made employing the F-
62s ta t i s t ic .  The equation enployed fo r the te s t  is
V * B  =
SLOPEg
slopea
^  -A (3)sA a
where S is  a sanple estimate of the true sanple standard deviation, and 
F is  the tabulated value o f the F -s ta t ls t ic  a t a given confidence level 
and a t the degrees of freedom used in  the estim ation of the standard 
deviations and Sg. Thus, i f  subscript A and subscript B re fe r  to  
data fo r sanple introduction via the thermal concentrator and d irec t 
sanple introduction, respectively , and i f  the rig jit side of the above 
equation is  g reater than unity , i t  can be s ta ted  th a t a t the probability  
chosen, and probably higher, sanple introduction via the thermal concen­
tr a to r  i s  superior to  d irec t asp ira tion  o f the sanple.
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For exanple, with copper a t 3248 A in  the FE mode the tabulated 
value of the F -s ta tis t ic  a t the 95? confidence level fo r 12 and 6 degrees 
of freedom (corresponding to  the thermal concentrator in the system and
Thus, there is  about a 95? probability  th a t the use o f the con­
cen trator re su lts  in  superior se n s itiv itie s  with copper a t  3248 A in 
the FE mode. Calculations with other metals in  the FE mode revealed 
th a t s e n s itiv itie s  obtained with the thermal concentrator were s ig n if i­
cantly g reater a t  the 95? level for calcium, copper (3274 A), and zinc, 
and s ign ifican tly  greater a t the 95? level fo r cobalt, magnesium and 
thallium . In the AFS mode the level o f significance for a sim ilar 
conparison was 99? o r b e tte r  in  a l l  cases.
Une reciprocal o f the se n s itiv ity , is  d irec tly  indicative
o f the minimum concentration required to  produce a d iscernible change
in  signal. Consequently, detection lim its were calculated from the
obtained s e n s it iv i t ie s , and were conpared to  the experimentally observed
detection lim its . Division o f the appropriate value of the t - s t a t i s t i c
by the se n s itiv ity  gives a detection lim it to  which a s ta t i s t i c a l
66degree o f confidence can be associated ; th a t i s ,
where n i s  the number of observations taken, and 1 -  a i s  the confidence
d irec t asp ira tio n , respectively) is  4.00 . Then from the data on 
slopes and standard deviations (Table VI),
■  1.01 (4)
(5)
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level desired in  the detection lim it (95% in  th is  study).
The re su lts  of the conparison of detection lim its  are shown 
in  Tables DC and X. The agreement in a l l  cases, except for thallium , 
i s  surprisingly good, w ithin a factor of th ree . The good agreement 
indicates the se n s itiv ity  c r ite rio n  is  sound, and should be more widely 
applied for furnishing more meaningful and objective evaluations o f 
the term "detection lim it."  The large discrepancies with thallium  
both with d irec t asp ira tion  and with the concentrator are due to  th is  
element's large signal in tensity  dependence on flame h e i^ it, which 
resu lted  in inordinately large signal standard deviations.
I t  can be noted from Tables VI and VII th a t signal reproduci­
b i l i t i e s  were consistently poorer with the thermal concentrator than 
with d irec t asp ira tion  in to  the flame. This may be due to  small tempera­
ture heterogeneities in  the heating chantoer and the rough Teflon inside 
walls of the condenser, resu lting  in variations in  the flow of analyte 
through the concentrator, Minor improvements in  these areas should 
re su lt in  sign ifican tly  b e tte r  s e n s itiv itie s  and detection lim its .
As expected, although the concentrator unit lowered the detec­
tio n  lim its by one order o f magiitude or b e tte r , the upper lim it of 
lin e a r ity  o f the ca lib ra tion  curves was a lso  proportionately lowered 
in  a l l  cases. In emission methods the range of lin e a rity  i s  a function 
o f s l i t  widths, ra ther than flame conposition or atomic concentration.
2. Background Studies
The effec t of the air-hydrogen flame and the effec t of asp iration  
o f solvent in to  the air-hydrogen flame on the background s ig ia l  in ten-
Table IX.
Comparison of Observed Detection Limits and Detection Limits Calculated from 
S en sitiv ities , if), in  Flame EMssion Mode with Direct Sanple Introduction 
and Sanple Introduction via Thermal Concentrator
FLAME EMISSION LIMITS OF DETECTION 
Direct Aspiration
Element Degrees of Freedom
t- s ta t i s t ic  





Ca 8 2.31 15-59 0.15 0.1
T1 15 2.13 2.12 1.0 0.2
Cu(3274 A) 6 2.45 7.55 0.32 0.6
Cu(3248 A) 6 2.45 11.49 0.21 0.3
Mg 12 2.18 2.38 0.9 0.4
Co 9 2.26 0.15 15.0 40.0









t- s ta t l s t i c  





Ca 8 2.31 36.05 0.06 0.02
TT 15 2.13 11.95 0.18 0.02
Cu(3278 A) 5 2.26 20.09 0.10 0.06
Cu(3248 A) 12 2.18 23.26 0.09 0.06
Mg 11 2.20 11.40 0.19 0.07
Co 12 2.18 0.41 5.3 2.0
2n 15 2.13 0.008 260.0 75.0
Table X.
Comparison of Observed Detection lim its and Detection lim its Calculated Prom 
S en sitiv itie s , <|», in  Atomic Fluorescence Mode with Direct Sample Introduction 
and Sample Introduction via Thermal Concentrator
ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE LIMITS OF DETECTION 
Direct Aspiration
Element Degrees of Freedom
t- s ta t i s t ic  





Ca 12 2.18 1.38 1.6 2.0
Tl 12 2.18 0.39 5.6 3.0
Cu(3274 A) 9 2.26 1.35 1.7 2.0
Cu(3248 A) 12 2.18 1.83 1.2 1.0
Mg 12 2.18 5.78 0.38 0.2
Co 12 2.18 0.51 4.3 5-0




ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE LIMITS OP DETECTION 
Thermal Concentrator
Element Degrees of Freedom






Ca 13 2.16 6.20 0.35 0.2
T1 10 2.23 0.82 2.7 0.02
Cu(3274 A) 11 2.20 14.25 0.16 0.3
Cu(3248 A) 11 2.20 11.47 0.19 0.2
Mg 12 2.18 26.33 0.08 0.05
Co 13 2.16 1.59 1.4 0.5
Zn 12 2.18 4.93 0.44 0.2
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s ity  are shown In Tables XI and XII. Ihe in te n s itie s  are given in  
arb itra ry  units and represent the absolute change in  background Inten­
s ity  which occurred in  addition to  the background signal from the 
electronics alone a t  the wavelength in  consideration. Ihe background 
signal from the electronics alone was nearly constant a t between 4.6 
and 4.8 un its  a t a l l  wavelengths.
In the PE mode, the flame Is by fa r  the main contributor to 
the background in tensity  both with the thermal concentrator and with 
d irec t asp ira tion . In a l l  cases, use o f the concentrator re su lts  In 
a large decrease in  background in tensity . Ib is  decrease may be par­
t i a l ly  explained by the fact th a t the optimum flame region fo r taking 
measurements with the concentrator fo r a l l  elements was higher in  the 
flame where background emission Is  reduced. Low flame backgrounds are 
almost always desirab le , because they permit lower detection lim its 
and present fewer interference problems. Aspiration of water in to  the 
fLams reduces the background in tensity  between 10 and 25£ with d irec t 
asp ira tion , but increases i t  between 4 and 113>, when the thermal con­
cen tra to r i s  used. In the former case, a  large amount of water is  
asp ira ted  in to  the flame, and the predominant e ffec t i s  a s ign ifican t 
reduction o f the flame terrperature, and, hence, i t s  background emission. 
In the l a t te r  case, only a small amount of solvent in  the form o f a 
fine mist i s  in  the flame, and the main facto r governing the background 
in ten sity  may be the formation of em itting species w ithin the monochro­
mator bandpass between the solvent and flame gases.
In the AFS mode, the contribution of the flame to  the background 
in ten sity  is  very sn a il , much less than in  EE. Ihe major contribution 
to  the to ta l  background in tensity  in  most instances comes from the e lec-
Table XI.
Effects of Air-Hydrogen Flame and Aspiration of Solvent into the Air-Hydrogen Flame 
on Background Intensity with Direct Sample Introduction and with Sanple Introduction
via Thermal Concentrator in  Flame Emission
FLAME EMISSION BACKGROUND INTENSITIES 
Direct Aspiration
Element Flame Only (arbitrary units)




Cu(3274 A) 1582.0 1352.0







FLAME EMISSION BACKGROUND INTENSITIES
Thermal Concentrator
Element Flame Only (arbitrary  units)




Cu(3274 A) *193.0 512.5





Effects of Air-Ifydnogen Flame and Aspiration of Solvent into the Air-Ifydrogen Flame 
on Background Intensity with Direct Sanple Introduction and With Sanple Introduction
via Thermal Concentrator in  Atonic Fluorescence
ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE BACKGROUND INTENSITIES 
Direct Aspiration
Element Flame Only (arbitrary units)




01(327*1 A) 9.5 3.0







ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE BACKGROUND INTENSITIES
Iheraal Concentrator
Element Flame Only (arbitrary  units)
Flame + Blank 
(arbitrary  u n its )
Ca 1.5 1.5
T1 1.0 1.0
Cu(3274 A) 1.0 1.0





tronics (approximately 4.7 u n its ). With the thermal concentrator 
there is  no detectable change in  background upon asp ira ting  solvent 
in to  the flame. With d irec t asp ira tion , however, there is  a very small 
change in  background in ten sity , whose varia tion  with wavelength probably 
re f le c ts  the competing e ffec ts  of increased sca tte ring  o f incident 
rad ia tion  with increasing wavelength (due to  the increasing in tensity  
of the source with wavelength), and the varia tion  of thermal emission 
from the flame with wavelength, which is  a function of the flame gas 
conposition and tenperature. In a l l  cases, the background in ten s itie s  
o f the APS system are , as expected, fa r  lower than those observed with 
PE.
The contribution of the xenon source to  the background in tensity  
is  too small to  measure in  the fa r -u ltra v io le t, and becomes barely de­
tectab le only with d irec t asp ira tion  and only a t h i^ ie r  wavelengths.
The decreased sca tte ring  o f incident source rad iation  generally found 
with the more s tab le , cleaner flame associated with the thermal concen­
tr a to r  is  much preferred , especially  i f  a lin e  source is  used, because
errors a ris in g  from the in a b ility  to  correct fo r background changes 
44can be serious .
3. Noise In ten sitie s  Studies
The re su lts  o f studies on the noise level in te n s itie s  (peak-to- 
peak) are shown in  Tables XIII and XIV. The in te n s itie s  are given in  
a rb itra ry  u n its , and represent the noise level observed In addition to  
th a t o f the electronics alone. Hie l a t t e r  noise showed a neglig ible 
varia tion  with wavelength and was about 2 u n its .
In the PE mode, the major source of the noise i s  the flame, and
Table XIII.
Effects of Air-Ifydrogen Flame and Aspiration of Solvent into the Air-Ifydrogen Flame 
on Noise In tensities with Direct Sanple Introduction and with Sanple Introduction
via Thermal Concentrator in  Flame Emission
FLAME EMISSION NOISE INTENSITIES 
Direct Aspiration
Element Flame Only (arbitrary  units)




Cu(3274 A) 65.3 59. £







FLAME MISSION NOISE INTENSITIES
Thermal Concentrator
Element Flame Only (arbitrary  units)




CuC327  ^ A) 12.5 13.5





Effects of Air-Ifydrogen Flame and Aspiration of Solvent into the Air-Jfydrogen Flame 
on Noise In tensities with Direct Sanple Introduction and with Sanple Introduction
via Thermal Concentrator in  Atomic Fluorescence
ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE NOISE INTENSITIES 
Direct Aspiration
Element Flame Only (arbitrary  units)




Cu(3274 A) 9.4 8.7







ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE NOISE INTENSITIES
Thermal Concentrator
Element Flams Only (arbitrary  u n its )






01(3274 A) 4.2 4.2





the noise level i s  greatly  decreased with the concentrator. Unis Is 
largely due to  the v isib ly  b e tte r  s ta b il i ty  and lower lupurity content 
o f the flame. Lower noise levels are always preferred , because a 
b e tte r  signa l to  noise ra tio  means greater precision and improved detec­
tio n  lim its . Direct asp ira tion  o f solvent in to  the flame resu lts  in  
about a 20% o r less decrease in  noise lev e l, probably re flec tin g  the 
expected decrease o f noise level which would automatically acconpany 
any large decrease in  background signal. With the concentrator a 
small noise increase, less  than 10%, is  observed, probably due to  a 
small decrease in  flame s ta b ili ty  from the presence o f solvent droplets 
in  the flame.
In the APS mode, the noise level i s  lower than in  the FE mode, 
and is  decreased fu rther with the concentrator. The flame is  s t i l l  the 
major contributor to  the noise, but the noise contribution of the elec­
tronics alone (approximately 2 u n its )  is  now sign ifican t by comparison. 
Direct asp ira tion  of water in to  the flame re su lts  in  a barely detectable 
decrease in  noise leve l; with the thermal concentrator there i s  no 
detectable change.
Noise level studies using solutions whose m etallic concentrations 
were about midway along the lin ear regions of th e ir  respective ca lib ra­
tio n  curves revealed, as expected, tha t the noise level o f the sample 
signal is  always g reater than th a t of the blank alone. Ihe difference 
in  noise lev e l between the sanple and blank signals varied from about 
25!? fo r elements with very low s e n s i t iv i t ie s ,  such as zinc, to  a fac to r 
o f four o r more fo r those elements with high s e n s it iv i t ie s ,  such as 
thallium . Ihe differences were found to  be a function of the sensi­
t iv i t i e s ,  and not o f the operational mode o r o f the manner of sanple 
introduction in to  the flame.
Table XV.
Noise Contribution of the Xenon Source Relative to  the Noise Contribution 
from the Electronics plus the Xenon Source to  the Atomic Fluorescence System







Relative Xe Source 
Contribution, %
Ca 3.9 2.0 49
TL 3.8 2.2 42
Cu(3274 A) 3.0 1.9 37
Cu(3248 A) 3.0 1.9 37
Mg 2.6 2.0 23
Co 2.2 1.8 18
Zn 1.9 1.8 5
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F inally , with AFS the noise contribution o f the xenon lanp to  
the system was Investigated. The f i r s t  two columns of Table XV give 
the re su lts  of the noise level observed with the xenon lamp and without 
i t  (that i s ,  the noise level of the electronics alone). The la s t 
colurm gives the noise contribution o f the lanp alone re la tiv e  to  the 
to ta l  noise from the electronics plus xenon lanp. I t  is  seen tha t the 
re la tiv e  contribution of the lanp increases with wavelength, because 
the source in ten sity  increases with wavelength. The contribution of 
the lanp re la tiv e  to  the to ta l  noise is  very small in  the fa r-u ltra v io le t, 
but becomes considerable a t higher wavelengths. Thus, i f  one were to  
enploy a more intense excita tion  source, the improvement atta ined  In 
the system could be dependent on the s ta b il i ty  of the source, because 
the lim iting  factor may become the noise from the source, ra th e r than 
th a t from the flame.
In summary, i t  is  obvious from these studies th a t the use of 
the thermal concentrator gives markedly b e tte r  s e n s itiv it ie s , and con­
siderably reduces the noise and background levels of flame spectroscopic 
systems, especially  FE. This investigation also  demonstrated the 
increasing usefulness of AFS with decreasing wavelength, and showed 
th a t background and noise levels with AFS are in  a l l  instances lower 
than in  FE. Also demonstrated were the re la tiv e  contributions of 
flame, solvent, e lectron ics, and source (fo r AFS only) to  the background 
and noise levels of the flame spectroscopic methods studied.
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